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1.0 Executive Summary

Results are reported for a three year research program with the goal of
generating high power microwaves over Iong-pulselengths. Three types of
cyclotron maser devices were developed and utilized in experiments on
the Michigan Electron Long Beam Accelerator, (MELBA) at electron beam
parameters of 0.6-0.9 MV, 0.05-2 kA, and 0.5-5 pgs:
1) The gyrotron backward-wave-oscillator, (gyro-BWO) produced the
optimal combination of high power (1-8 MW) and long pulse (0.5-1.2 pgs)
microwave generation. Due to these promising results, this gyro-BWO
device was investigated most intensively during the final phase of this
research program.
2) Bragg resonator cyclotron resonance masers were investigated with
high quality, low current electron beams for high frequency microwave
generation. These devices generated hundreds of kW for hundreds of ns,
but it was found that microwaves originated from cyclotron harmonic
generation on absolute instabilities.
3) Open cavity resonators of unslotted and slotted types generated
microwave spikes (20-40 ns) in the X-band with peak power up to 15-25
MW. High peak microwave power (MW) was also generated in the K-band,
most likely from the second cyclotron harmonic.

Electron beam diagnostics were also developed in order to analyze
the operation of these cyclotron masers. A new diagnostic of electron
beam a = V L1 was developed, based on Cerenkov emission and radiation

darkening of a glass plate.
Two doctoral dissertations resulted from this research, by T.A.

Spencer and J.J. Choi. This research also resulted in several papers for
publication in refereed journals and numerous papers presented at
conferences including: International Conference on Infrared and Millimeter
Waves, IEEE Conference on Plasma Science, SPIE, and APS Division of
Plasma Physics.
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2.0 Experimental Progress During the Grant Period

2.1 Introduction
During the period of this grant three types of electron cyclotron

maser devices were investigated as sources of high power, long-pulse
microwaves utilizing MELBA (Michigan Electron Long Beam Accelerator):

1) The most recent MELBA experiments performed during the last year
concerned the gyrotron-backward-wave-oscillator (Gyro-BWO) with a
smooth tube and microwave output on the diode end. These experiments
were the most promising in terms of both high power (1-8 MW) and
long-pulse (0.5-1.2 gs) microwave generation.
2) Earlier experiments on MELBA Masers Bi and B2 utilized a high quality
electron beam with low-Q (B1) and high-Q (B2) Bragg resonator cavities.
The most extensive experiments were performed with the high Q-Bragg
resonator, B-2. Microwave emission was compared for configurations
with-versus-without Bragg resonators.
3) The experiments during the first year on MELBA Masers Al and A2
utilized a high current electron beam with unslotted (Al) versus slotted
(A2) smooth tube cavities without Bragg resonators.
The next sections describe the experiments performed on each of the three
devices.

These experiments resulted in two doctoral dissertations:
1) T. A. Spencer, "High Current, Long-Pulse Gyrotron Backward Wave
Oscillator Experiments", and
2) J. J. Choi, "Bragg Resonator Cyclotron Maser Experiments Driven by a
Microsecond Intense Electron Beam Accelerator".
Both of these Ph. D. graduates are performing microwave research at DoD
labs, Spencer is on IPA at Phillips Lab and Choi is a contractor at Naval
Research Lab.
Abstracts for these dissertations are given in Appendix A.
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2.2 Gyrotron-Backward-Wave-Oscillator Experiments
The most successful combination of microwave power and pulselength

was generated by the gyyrotron-backward-wave-oscillator shown in
Figure 1. Because of the promising nature of the gyro-BWO results, we
focused the latter phase of the research on this device. We discovered
that the gyrotron backward wave oscillator has a number of advantages
for long-pulse, high power microwave generation:
1) Insensitivity to e-beam velocity spread (this is important in intense
e-beam devices which utilize cold cathodes),
2) Large voltage bandwidth for maintenance of resonance,
3) High growth rate which overwhelms competing mechanisms.
Figure 2 shows a 1.2 pIs microwave pulse, our longest intense beam
microwave pulselength. 1 The tube power level in these initial
experiments was in the range of 1-8 MW, and is as-yet unoptimized.

The experimental description is as follows. A velvet cathode was
placed in a region of low magnetic field (-500-800 G) generated by large
pancake coils. Two different anodes were utilized for this research. The
first generated an annular beam by an a ring of small holes drilled in a
graphite anode plate. This limited the e-beam current to several hundred
amps, but gave a well-defined value of a = v./v 1, (-0.65). A second anode

had a large hole to generate a solid beam with higher current 1-2 kA, but a
very large spread in a (0.05-0.7). Most experiments were performed with
a planar velvet cathode. However, a new configuration utilizing a profiled
velvet cathode on the end of a hemispherically shaped cathode stalk gave
the longest pulselength e-beams and microwaves. It is believed that the
lack of edge enhancement of this cathode yielded the improved
pulselength. A solenoid wound directly on the beam tube gave a magnetic
field which could be adjusted independently of the diode field from 4.8 to
6.6. kGauss in the smooth tube interaction region.

Extensive frequency measurements have been made to verify that the
emission was due to the gyrotron-backward-wave-oscillator mechanism
as shown in Figure 3. The emission frequency in the gyro-BWO is Doppler
downshifted to the range 4.5 to 6 GHz, as shown in the dispersion relation
given in Figure 4. Note that the measured emission frequency is always
less than the relativistic cyclotron frequency and increases with the
magnetic field, proving that the interaction mechanism is the gyro-BWO.

A comparative study was made of the microwave output power as a
function of the electron beam current and e-beam profile (hollow versus
solid). The results of this study are presented in Figure 5. It can be seen
that the solid beam gave higher power because of the higher current, but
the efficiency was roughly the same for the two electron beam profiles.
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Figure 1. Experimental configuration of the initial gyro-BWO
experiment at The University of Michigan
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Figure 2. Long-pulse microwave emission from the initial gyro-BI
experiments at The University of Michigan. Top trace: beam
voltage (310 kV/div); bottom trace: microwave signal (3.2< f >6.6
GHz). Peak extracted power -120 kW; peak tube power 1.2 MW.
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2.3 Bragg Resonator Cyclotron Resonance Maser Experiments
Experiments were performed on a Bragg resonator with the original

goal of obtaining cyclotron autoresonance maser (CARM) emission. The
idea was that a Bragg resonator should provide high, selective feedback at
a single frequency for each mode without increasing the low-frequency 0.
Figure 6 shows the experimental configuration for these Bragg resonator
experiments.

Two high-Q Bragg resonators have been built and utilized in high
quality apertured e-beam CRM oscillator experiments. The first Bragg
resonator (B1) was constructed with square corrugations and produced a 0
of several thousand in the TE1 1 mode. The second Bragg resonator (B2)

had sinusoidal corrugations and was designed to operate in the TE3 1

cavity mode. For resonator B-2, two symmetric, 15-period Bragg
resonators were fabricated and placed on the ends of a 29.4 cm copper
cavity section, with an estimated Q of about 4,700 in the TE 3 1 mode at a

frequency of 19 GHz.
A systematic study2 was made of four cases in order to definitively

identify gyrotron modes and absolute instabilities versus possible CARM
modes:
1) Bragg resonator with ripples half-inward and large diameter smooth
center section,
2) Large-diameter smooth tube with the same diameter as the above
center section,
3) Bragg resonator with ripples fully outward and small diameter smooth
center section, and
4) Small-diameter smooth tube with the same diameter as the case 3
center section.
The design mode of the device was the TE3 1 mode.

An apertured mask anode was developed which generated a high
quality electron beam by means of 80 smali holes drilled in a graphite
anode plate. Cerenkov emission and radiation darkening on the glass

plates gave estimates3 of the beam a-VJVll of about 0.55 and beam

energy spread of A-1y - 7%; These measurements are described in further
detail in section 2.5 and the article being published in the Review of
Scientific Instruments (Appendix C).

The dispersion relations for the large number of possible competing
modes are given in Figure 7. Detailed measurements were made of the
frequency and mode patterns of the high power microwaves for Bragg
resonators versus smooth tubes (Figure 8). Comparison of the microwave
radiation properties for the above four cases gave the conclusion that the
highest power radiation could be identified as parasitic oscillations of
the following modes:
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a) TE2 1 absolute instrbility,

b) TE 11 gyro-BWC,

c) Second (and possibly third) harmonic TE 5 1 mode.

Table 1 summarizes these parasitic modes, which apparently suppressed
the desired TE3 1 CARM mode. Absolute instability at the second cyclotron

!,armonic in the TE2 1 mode could also explain the high power levels

observed in our previous lower voltage CARM experiments. 4 The MELBA
Bragg resonator experiments are described in greater detail in Appendix C.

These experiments provided the first indications that the gyro-BWO
was generating the highest powers and longest pulselengths of microwave
radiation. Microwave mode patterns were measured by a diagnostic
consisting of an array of fluorescent light tubes. Mode identification data
(as in Figure 9), confirmed that the highest power and longest
pulselengths were generated by the TE1 1 mode gyro-BWO. For this reason,

the Bragg resonator configuration was discontinued and experiments were
re-directed toward the gyro-BWO.

I . . l "Z~m)

Figure 6. Experimental configuration for Bragg resonator
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Figure 7. Uncoupled CRM dispersion relations of TE waveguide modes and
beam cyclotron modes (s - 1, 2,3) for Bragg resonator with ripples fully
outward (BRFO). The CRM parameters are: V = 560 kV, B - 6.15 kG, cx =

0.63, rw= 1.64 cm.
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Figure 9 Experimental data (M2431) on fluorescent light tube diagnostic: (a)

light emission from fluorescent light tubes (open shutter came= photo), (b)
model of microwave breakdown on fluorescent light tubes. Diode magnetic
field is 0.4 kG and cavity magnetc field is 6.25 kG. Sweep time is 200 nsdiv.
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2.4 MELBA Masers Al and A2
Our initial experiments on MELBA Masers Al and A2 investigated

cyclotron maser emission from high current electron beams in unslotted
cavities versus cavities slotted to suppress all non-TE0 n modes. The

objective of these experiments was to run at close to grazing incidence
with the fundamental cyclotron maser mode in the TE0 1 mode. As

depicted in Figure 10, the planar velvet cathode was utilized with a large
aperture in the graphite anode to extract the maximum e-beam current.
The e-beam current extracted into the large diameter tube was about 6
kA, but only about 2 kA of this current passed through the smaller
diameter cavity.

Typical microwave emission data from the unslotted cavity is
presented in Figure 11. In this shot, the peak X-band power was in the
range of 15-25 MW, but the duration of the microwave spike was only
about 20-40 ns. The cause of the high power spiking behavior could have
been mode jumping. In order to reduce mode competition from the large
number of non-axisymmetric modes a slotted cavity was fabricated to
select the TE0 1 mode. Experiments with the slotted cavity generated high

K-band radiation (16-20 GHz) power spikes (up to MW); the unslotted
cavity gave high X-band power, shown in Figure 12.

Another aspect of the early experiments concerned the fact that high
current operation with a solid beam gave a relatively hot electron beam
with large spread in beam alpha ( c=Vj/V 11). The high current e-beam was

therefore found to be unsuitable for single-mode, high efficiency, and high
frequency operation. Therefore the apertured mask anodes were
investigated, as described in section 2.5.
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Figure 11. Experimental data from MELBA maser A 1 (unslotted cavity).
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2.5 Electron Beam Generation and Diagnostics
A high quality electron beam with low energy-spread is crucial for
efficient cyclotron resonance maser oscillation. For masers operating on
higher order cavity modes, it is desirable to utilize annular beams, near
the wall of the Bragg resonator. To this end, we developed the apertured
mask anode (AMA), in which an annular array of small (1.1 mm diameter)
apertures are drilled in the (3 mm-thick) anode plate. About 1 ampere of
low-emittance electron beam current flows through each aperture. For
Bragg resonator CRM experiments, 80 apertures were used to generate an
80 A annular beam.

The electron beam alha and velocity spread were measured by a
Cerenkov plate technique . In Cerenkov plate electron beam
characterization studies, only 8 anode apertures were used. Adiabatic
compression by a factor of ten in the magnetic field increases the beam
alpha (V±j.n), such that the Larmor radius is large enough to be measured
by Cerenkov light emission (on a gated-microchannel plate camera) and by
radiation darkening on the glass, (see Appendix C). We have found that the
measured e-beam Larmor radius for the MELBA Maser B2 corresponds to a
beam alpha of 0.55; Busch's theorem can be used to calculate the beam
alpha for other values of the diode and solenoidal field. These
experimental data are in good agreement with results of the Stanford
Electron Optics (Hermannsfeldt) code. The thickness of the radiation
darkened rings can be used to measure axial beam energy spread (Ayz/-z),
which is estimated to be in the range of less than about 7%. The MELBA
Maser diode has also been modeled on the MAGIC code, permitting
calculation of electron beam energy spread. This can be used to predict
energy spread in the microwave cavity region.
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Appendix A

Ph.D. Dissertations Resulting from this Research
1) T. A. Spencer (supported on Air Force Laboratory Graduate Fellowship),
"High Current, Long-Pulse Gyrotron Backward Wave Oscillator
Experiments", defended in May 1991
2) J. J. Choi, (supported by AFOSR) "Bragg Resonator Cyclotron Maser
Experiments Driven by a Microsecond Intense Electron Beam Accelerator,
defended in April 1991

Abstracts for these dissertations are given below.

HIGH CURRENT, LONG-PULSE GYROTRON-BACKWARD-WAVE OSCILLATOR
EXPERIENTS

by
Thomas Allen Spencer

Chainnman: Ronald M. Gilgenbach

Experiments have been conducted on cyclotron resonance maser inteactions to

generate high power microwaves employing a long-pulse electron beam accelerator,

MEL1A (Michigan Electron Long Beam Accelerator), with electron beam paamets of:

V = 0.6 - 0.9 MV; Current = 1-50 kA; and pulselength = 0.5 - 1.5 is. To generate high

power and long-pulse microwaves, the interaction cavity and magnetic field were designed

to excite the Th1I fundamental mode gyrotm backwand wave. Two types of electron

beam are employed. One is an annular electron beam of - 150 - 250 amps which is

extracted through an apetured-mask anode (24 five mm holes). The other is a solid

electron beam of I - 2 kA which is extracted through a two inch diameter aperture. An

S-Band, Vlasov-type antenna (with an efficiency of -10 %) is used to detect the backward

wave power at the diode end of the interaction cavity. A series of high pass waveguide,

low pa coaxial and cylindrical cavity frequency filters are employed to show the existence

of the gyro-bckward-wave, as well as show the magnetic tunability of the

gyroft-backwad-wave. In the solid beam case (1 - 2 kA), about 300 - 800 kW of

extrcted micwwave power was detected in the waveguide detection system, implying that

approximately 3-8 MW (efficiency -1 - 2 %) of power is generated from the gyro-BWO

device. The pulselengths for the solid beam case were from 300 - 600 ns (essentially the

total flat-top voltage pulselength) over a frequency range of 4.5 - 6 GHz. The annular

beam generated approximately 10- 80 kW exracted microwave power for voltages of 600
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- 650 kV (device efficiency of - 0.1 -1%) and about 100 - 300 kW of extracted microwave

power (device efficiency of I - 2%) for voltages of 850 -900 kV. Pulselengths for the 600

- 650 kV interaction were from 1W - 600 ns for a frequency range of 4.5 - 6 GHz, and

pulselengths for the 850 - 900 kV interaction were from 40- 100 ns (which conesponds to

the initial overshoot of the voltage pulse) for a frequency range 4.5 - 6 GHz.

ABSTRACT

BRAGG RESONATOR CYCLOTRON RESONANCE MASER

EXPERIMENTS DRIVEN BY A MICROSECOND, INTENSE ELECTRON

BEAM ACCELERATOR

by
Tm Joo Choi

Chir. Pzk, Ronald M. Gilgenbach

The cyclotron resonance maser (CRM) has pro to be atractive for many high

powe micowave applcations such as fusion plasma headpn ,1 0 . ad

high gradient EP acceleratous. Most of the previouts CRM experiments wit MV elect=o

beam have been conducted with short (< 0.1 pec) pulses. Mhe present wo& contains

the first Mental study an mode competition in a gh-Q Bra

esanao ,M temploeyiq a niomeecod, reaivistic electron beam.

We have designed and fabricated a highQ shinsoidal Brag resone desged to

mft high frequency CARM Oslon of te T 31 clindrical cavity mode at 189 MsL

The meu rcflOctivity Of the ME31 mode is consisten with the pAdicton of uncoupled

s mode fthoy.

A high qWu nar elect=on bem wit low vdocity spread and eneg spread
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is produced though an apertured mask-anode. The apertured electron beam has been

chacterzed by the use of glass plate diagnostics. The meaured beam velocity ratio,

v.L.I N, wU shown to be in agreement with computer simulation results and the theonmical

ExpCriments have been performed for 4 cases: (1) Bragg resonator with ripples

half-inward, (2) large diameter smooth tube without Bragg resonator, (3) Bragg resonator

with ripples fully-outward, and (4) small diameter smooth tube without Bragg resonator.

The Bragg resonator with ripples half-inward generated high power microwave

radiation from TEI gyro-BWO intertios, T7 21 absolute instability, and high harmonic

gyrotron modes. Considerably less power from the TEXl gyro-BWO was observed for

the Bragg resonator with ripples fully-outward. The microwave emission from the TE21

absolute instability in the Bragg resonator with ripples fully-outward was successfully

suppressed by lowering the cavity magnetic fied.

These three undesired oscillations, M412l absolute instability, TB1 Igyro-BWO,

TESI second and Oird harmonic), were te most serious competing modes in the prsent

Bragg nesnoMor CRM expimemts, apantly suppresing the T3l CARM oscillmaio.

For the Bragg resonator with ripples half-inward, we have peformed gyoua

expesments with a high cmrent electmn beam In these ex meM, we have observed

mode competition between the TMIl absolute instability and the TB1 I gyro-BWO

interaction by the use of frequency I and ps breakdown diagntics.
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Gyrotrons, 1992
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Velocity Ratio by Cerenkov Emission and Radiation Darkening on a Glass
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4) J.G. Wang, R.M. Gilgenbach, et al, "Frequency Tunable, High Power
Microwave Emission from Cyclotron Autoresonance Maser Oscillation and
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Appendix C) Copies of Publications Supported by This Grant

Gyrotron-backward-wave-oscillator experiments utilizing a high
current, high voltage, microsecond electron accelerator

Thomas A. Spencer, Ronald M. Gilgenbach, and Tm J. Choi*
Intense Enewy Beam Interaction Laboramry, Nuclear Engineering Deparmnent,
University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Michigan 48109-2104

We repo-t the first gymoon backwd-wavooscmaw experiments to produce
high power (tube power of - 1 - 8 MW), long-pulse (0.3 - 1.2 ps) micrwaves
at hA cuen (0.1- 2 kA) and high voltns (650 -750 kV). Fxpedmnts
w= performed in the ThI fundame bwackwanl-wav mode, with
efficienies of - -2%. Mode compefitw was observed which is believed to
oiginate from the T2 absolute instability.
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Electron cyclotron resonance masers (ECMs) have the potential of producing high power

microwaves for many applications such as fusion plasma heating', bulk material heating 2, and

radar. Gyrotron backward wave oscillators (gyro-BWOs) make excellent high power devices due

to the relative insensitivity to beam velocity spread and beam voltage fluctuations when compared

to other electron cyclotron resonance devices like the gyro-TWT3.4, gyrotron5 , and CARM6 . This

insensitivity to beam velocity spread and voltage fluctuation allows the use of a low quality

electron beam generated from explosive emission cathodes used in accelerators which produce

gigawatts of e-beam power. Gyro-BWOs have the advantage of being fast-wave devices and

employing a simple hollow tube. This leads to the possibility of enhanced power handling

capabilities, since a periodic structure is not necessary as in conventional backward-wave-

oscillator devices. Previous and recent gyro-BWO experiments have concentrated on low current

(< 10 amps) and moderate voltage (< 100 kV) e-beams, and have obtained 1 -10 kW of output

power with efficiencies of up to 15%7-9.

In this letter, we report the first gyro-BWO experiments employing a high voltage (600 - 750

kV), high current (150 - 2000 A), long-pulse (0.5 - 4 ps) electron beam

The exp tal configuration is shown in Figure 1. The electron beam produced by MELBA

( ichigan Electron Long Beam Accelerator) 0 is emitted from a cotton velvet cathode surface in a

uniform magnetic field. The e-beam is extracted through a carbon anode, and then adiabatically

compressed by the maser solenoidal coils as it propagates towards the interaction region.

Experiments utilized either of two anodes. The first anode gave an annular e-beam of 150 - 300

amps extracted through 24 holes of 5 mm in diameter drilled on a circle of 2.52 cm radius on a

carbon plate. A second type of anode generated a solid e-beam of 1 - 2 kA extracted through a 5.1

cm diameter hole. The maser solenoidal magnetic field and the smooth interaction tube are

designed to excite the TE1 1 fundamental mode backward-wave. The maser solenoidal coils,

which generate a magnetic field of 3 - 7 kG, and the diode magnetic field coils, with a magnetic

field range of 0.4 - 0.9 kG, are independently pulsed to allow control over the e-beam velocity

ratio, a = v.L/vjj. The interaction tube has a radius of 1.93 cm, which sets a TEll mode cutoff

frequency of 4.55 GHz, and a length of 50.5 cm. After exiting the interaction region, the e-beam
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is deflected into the wall of the drift tube by a pair of permanent magnets. The backward wave

generated in the interaction region is extracted at the diode end of the experiment by a modified S-

Band rectangular waveguide antenna, which is cut at a 300 angle relative to the broad wall and

collects about 9% - 11% of the tube power. After extraction, the microwave signal travels through

a 0.64 cm lucite window and through a waveguide detection system that consists of several

different bands of rectangular waveguide and coaxial low pass filters to determine the frequency

range of the interaction (G-band, fco = 3.15 GHz; J-band, fco = 4.30 GHz; and H-band, fco =

5.27 GHz). The signals are detected by coaxial diode detectors and displayed on fast

oscilloscopes. A calorimeter is located at the downstream end of the experiment to measure the

reflected backward wave energy for comparison to that detected in the waveguide detection system

located at the diode end. A copper guiding screen is used to direct the microwaves onto the

calorimeter, which is placed 90 degrees off-axis so that the e-beam will not stre the calormeter.

The uncoupled dispersion relation"1 for an electron beam interacting with a waveguide can be

obtained by simultaneously solving the waveguide vacuum modes

2 220) - - 4c2 _ O (1)

and the beam cyclotron modes,

w - kzvZO - sfr - 0 (2)

where o(o0 is the cavity cutoff frequency, kz is the axial wavenumber, c is the speed of light, vz is

the axial velocity of the beam, s is the hannmonic number (s - I is the fundamental mode), and Qr is

the relativistic cyclotron resonance frequency, t'eBPtm wher e is the elect= charge, B is the

magnetic field, yis the relativistic factor, and m is the massa the electron.

Figure 2 shows an uncoupled, e-beam-filled cavity dispersion relation that illustrUes the TE11

fundamental cyclotron mode (s-1) and second harmonic (s=2) backward-wave interecons, as

well as the TE2 mode intersections for typical parameters used in the experimen: Vbam - 750

kV; Ib m  2 kA, a 0.65; B-field = 6.3 kG.

Figure 3 depicts typical data obtained for the solid and annular e-beams. The top traces of

Figures 3(a), 3(b) and 3(c) show accelerator voltage pulses. The bottom trace of igure 3(a), and
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the center traces of 3(b) and 3(c) show microwave data signals detected in the frequency range of

3.2 5 f < 6.6 0Hz. The bottom traces of Figures 3(b) and 3(c) show microwave data signals

detected in the frequency range of 5.3 < f < 8 GHz. The center and bottom traces of Figures 3(b)

and 3(c) are on approximately the same scale. Figure 3(a) depicts the signals obtained for the solid

beam (Ibeam -1.5 kA) at a magnetic field of 4.8 kG, and demonstrates the microwave signal

exists almost solely in the range of 3.2 < f < 5.3 GHz. The peak of the emission signal

corresponds to -120 kW of extracted power, or -1.2 MW of tube power. Figure 3(a) also shows

that the emission signal remains within the frequency band throughout the flattop of the voltage

pulse, -1.2 ts in duration.

As the magnetic field is in sed, the microwave signal is detected in both frequency ranges, as

demonstrated in Figure 3(b) (B - 6.6 kG), which shows the microwave data signal lies within 5.3

< f :6 GHz. The peak of the microwave emission corresponds to -550 kW of extracted power

(about 5.5 MW of tube power). Based on the data given by Figures 3(a) and 3(b), and the

dispersion relations, the emission signals were determined to be the TE11 fundamental mode

gyrotron backward-wave interaction. The last peak of the microwave data signal in the bottom

trace of Figure 3(b) has a frequency range of 6.6 < f < 8 GHz, and could be the TE21 fundamental

mode absolute instability (as shown in Figure 2) competing with the fundamental TE11 gyrotron

backward-wave interaction. Also observed (but not shown) in the solid beam experiments was

short-pulsed, spiky emission believed to originate from the TE1 1 second harmonic gyrotron

backward-wave, with the extracted power aproximately 10 kW, less than a tenth of that seen for

the fundamental TE11 mode. Figure 3(c) shows typical microwave signas for the annula beam

(I m -200 amps B - 5.0 kG) which demonstrate long-pulse micowaves of - 630 na in the

frequency range of 3.2 U9 5.3 GHz. The emission signal peak conesponds to -80 kW of

extracted microwave power (-0.8 MW of tube power), about one-tth of that observed with the

solid beam.

Proof that the interaction is the TE1 I fundamental backward-wave interction is demonstred in

two ways. The first is that the emission frequency is shown to be less than that of the cyclotron

resnance frequency (O/2) for both the solid and annular e-beams, as shown in Figure 4. The
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solid line in Figure 4(a) gives the theoretical frequency for an uncoupled e-beam-filled cavity

dispersion relation with a = 0.65, and Ibeam = 1.5 kA. The solid line in Figure 4(b) gives the

theoretical frequency with a = 0.65 and Ibeam = 300 amps. The dashed line in Figures 4(a) and

4(b) is the emission frequency equal to the cyclotron resonance frequency (f. = 0.I27r). Note that

all the measured frequencies lie below this line and thus the interaction is the backward wave. For

the annular beam, the value of a has been determined from both Cerenkov and radiation darkening

of a glass plate12, and from the EGUN code 13. For the solid e-beam, the spread in alpha is large,

from 0.05 - 0.7. The second way to demonstrate the existence of the backward wave is that the

frequency of interaction increases as the magnetic field increases, as shown in Figures 3(a), 3(b)

and 4.

Figure 5 shows a summary of the annular and solid beam data. The solid beam provided the

highest extracted powers (300 - 800 kW), typically five to ten times higher than that of the annular

beam (10 - 80 kW) with similar e-beam and magnetic field parameters. The solid e-beam is

expected to couple more strongly to the TEl I mode which has a peak of the electric field on-axis.

For the annular beam, higher extracted powers (depicted by open circular data points in Fig. 5)

were obtained for higher electron beam voltages (850 - 950 kV) corresponding to the initial

overshoot of the voltage pulse. This increased energy with the annular beam is due to the

electrons having more pependicular energy at higher beam voltages to amplify the electromagnetic

waves. Based on the value of Ibeam for the solid and annular e-beams, the efficiencies are

determined to be approximately the same (about 1 - 2% overall device efficiency), demonstrating

the gyro-BWO is insensitive to the e-beam energy spread. The relatively low efficiency may be

due to the low a and space-charge limiting effects, or reabsorbtion of microwave power in the

tube region. Saturation effects at high currents have been previously observed in Russian

gyrotn expemts1

In summary, the gyro-BWO has been shown to produce high power (tube power of - 1 - 8

MW), long-pulse (0.3 - 1.2 In) microwaves at high currents (0.1 - 2 kA) and high voltages (650 -

750 kV) in the TEl1 fundamental backward-wave mode, with efficiencies of about I - 2%. Also
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observed was possible mode competition from the TE21 absolute instability, and short-pulse

emission believed to originate fiom the TEll second harmonic backward- wave interaction.

This research was supported by the Air Force Office of Scientific Research and the Air Force

Phillips Laboratory. Thomas Spencer was supported by an Air Force Laboratory Graduate

Fellowship. We thank P. R. Menge and C. EL Ching for experimental assistance.

*Present address: Science Applications Inc., McLean, VA.
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Figure Captions

Figure 1) Experimental Configuration

Figure 2) The uncoupled, e-beam-filled cavity dispersion relations illustrating the fundamental

(s=l) and second (s=2) harmonic intersections between the TEII and TE21 cavity and e-beam

modes. The parameters are: Vbem = 750 kV; Ibam = 2 kA, a = 0.5; B-field = 6.3 kG.

Figure 3) Expeimental data signals. (a) top trace: Voltage (310 kV/div); bottom trace: microwave

signal,3.2 < f < 6.6 Gliz, peak extracted power -120 kW. (b) and (c) top trace: Voltage (310

kV/div); center trace: microwave signal, 3.25 f < 6.6 GHz; bottom trace: microwave signal, 5.3 <

f 8.GHz. The center trace in (b) has a signal peak corresponding to -550 kW of extracted

power, while the center trace in (c) has a signal peak of -80 kW of extracted power. (a) and (b)

are data from the solid e-beam experiments, and (c) is data from the annular e-beam experiments.

Figure 4) The measured emission frequency as a function of the relativistic cyclotron frequency.

The dashed line is the f. = £iQ/2z line. (a) is the solid beam data, where the solid line is the

theoretical frequency for an uncoupled e-beam-filled dispersion relation for a = 0.65, and Iem =

1.5 kA. (b) is the annular beam data, where the solid line is the theoreical frequency for a - 0.65

and Iem = 300 A.

Figure 5). Microwave peak extracted power as a function of the beam current for the annular and

solid electron beams.E lare the measured data points where 3.2 < f < 6.6 GHz; #are the

measured data points where 5.3 < f < 8 GHz; and 0 are the measured data points obtained

during the initial voltage overshoot where 3.25 f 6.6 GHz.
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*Measurement of long-pulse relativistic electron beam perpendicular-
to-parallel velocity ratio by Cerenkov emission and radiation darkening
on a glass plate

J. J. Choi, R. M. Gilgenbach. T. A. Spence, P. Menge and C. H. Ching
Intense Enaop Beam Iniffacdon Laboratory. Nudwa Engneening Department.
The Un/awn,7 ofMiehgaa Ann A rbr, Mhian 48109-2)04

(Received 18 January 1991; accepted for publication 29 October 1991)-
We report measuremet sof th ratio of the perpendicular velocity to the parallel velocity, a
= V, /v1 , of a relativistic electron beam gyrating in a magnetic field by the use of (1)
Cerenkov emission from a glSsm plate, detected by a gated microchannel plate image intensifier
camera, and (2) electron-beam-induced radiation darkening pattern on the same glass
plate. The measurements are basud on a direc determination of the Larmor radius of an
electron beam of known energy. Experiments were performed on a long-pulse electron
beam accelerator with a-beam diode parameters: 1'D - 0.6-0.9 bfV, pulse length = 0.5-I #s,

=, 1-10 kA. The experimental value of a agrees with simulation results from particle
trajectory codes as well as theoretical predictions from Busch's theorem and adiabatic theory.

L INTRODUCTION4 radiation requires that the beam energy exceed a threshold
Relai'vistic electron beams produced by cold fild in order to generate liht 7U threshold e-beain energy u

emission cathodes are important in anumber of research give as E mmocf( - ~2) _'4 - 1L where mois the
areas such as hiow microwave generation by elec rest mass For glass (Cm 1.45), the cone angle is about 40r
tro cyclotro reoac ma (CRM),' ga a for P = 0.9 and Eth is about 190 keV which is well below
pumping.2 and fusion plasma heating.' 3lIn a CRM the res- th tyw deto beam energies otained from most
omance condition between the a beam and the waveguide puse power abeam aceaors.
mode in a cwt is sensitive to th aoftepredc In high current CRWs the electron beamz is produced
ular velocity to the paralle velocity, a = v, f h from, an explosive UMel emission cold cathd in a fiedd
beam gyrating in an external mnetic fild because th immersed diode. The beam is adiabatically compressed a
radiated microwave flrequency is = [,/,y + k~f whr it propagates from the cate to the hatraction region
q1 is the axial velocity, 9Vy is deadiistic cycloton fie- along an incain exera~lly applied maei field, a
quency, and k, is the axial wave number of the beam cy- shw i r 2. Duin aop in teeaxym cnerv sy
clotton mode. Thus, the beam velocty ratio a, rang ing cnnclagla oetmi n zrmecss
from 0.2 to 2 in CRM devices, and its spread are important temi (Busch's theorem):
parameters to accurately measure in such devices. 2

me tas el ect o metu and it pra P,= (mil/12) (4- rob)(
have been peviously diagnosed by the use of the x-ray where 11 - dilm is the nonrelativistic cyclotron fr's-
radiation pattern.4 Ckrenkov plafte have been utiized else quencyrL = the Larmor radius, and %b is the beam guiding
Whom for emittance mesrmns 5 center radius One can relate the Lwmar =adus of an a

We describe here a nlew .cnqeof determining the beam in the interaction region to the beam radius and the
bam velocity ratio by the u4of Ckrankov emission from applie maei field as

aOgl plat diagnostic with ate - kirochannel plt
imp intensifier camera. Ih U on beam iduced radi ru- 4.-z+ (Bj/B2)(rj! -P), (2)

aindarkening als provides etm onftha. where FLI(lL2) is the Lammor radius in the diode (in the

IL THOR interaction region), P, is the beam radiu at the cathode,
r2 is the beam guiding center in the interaction region, and

When an ineme beam of electrons moves through a B, and 2 are the external manti "ied at the cate
dilcrcmaterni, soch asa glass plate, at a speed (0) and interaction region, reCSPectivel. If we know the in-

usd o oftclgbt in the substance Cerenkovradia- jtd bm n ey u (I = V + 01)]'and the
tic. isemittedin. acoeeof half an&le6, withcamsa I/on, Lammor radius rL - Ojyc/£1. where P, - v,/A and P1
where x i the index of'refraction of the dieletric material, = /c, we can express the beam velocity ratio as
0 is We, and cia the lightveocity in fiespce. The beam
for a CRM has a certain pitch angle (typically 10'-W0) (72 Iv- l)c' i- (3when entering the -b convertmr so that the Caeakov a= =jj L-~-- 1
PomePi ted as depicted in FI& I(a). Asthe obeam loon tL

its kinetic energy in the medium, the came angle becomes where a mo- eeri electro beamt was assumed during
smualler. Unlike fluorecence or luminescence,' Cerenkov the adiabaitic cmrsin

i Now. 0d. kwSla.i 63 (216 pabruwy 132 0 1902 Abaumlu biulims of Phydo I



(a) gaspaeand (5)
elecron adition frurorIAP 1I Aa I 1

because APL AP1/a. By taking the derivative of y,
0 t/2 ', one can derive the axial energy spread as

cafi AP, 01 (6)

where ALP, or Aa can be estimated fromi the spread of the
Larmor radiu. In deriving the equations of the

(b) momentum/energy spreads, a monoenergetic electron
beam is assumed, or d~/y - 0. It should be pointed out
that the expressiont derived for the momentum/energy is
only appiroximate because of the lack of perfectly constant

r experimental beam energy. However, as will be shown in
the section of experimental results, since the beam voltage
is very flat Eqn (5) and (6) are reasonably appropriate-

*WAU IThe diode current does not change rapidly enough that
inductive effects on y need to be considered.

As described in the following section, the beam veloo-
FIG. I. (a) Sduedc of Cerakor % Nge mbem (b) whbmaadc of ity ratio a co be determined from a direct mearmenit of

w~m~mucdradhant embg M' amI dwSmpf the Lamnor radius and compared with simulation results
from an electrostatic particle trjcoY code'l and the

When the electron beam is adiabatically compremied, MAGIC electrmgei Ccd.
the maenetc moment u = M V12/2B is invariant. Ths al-
lows us to write the besam velocity ratio in the interaction III. EXPERIMENTAL coNFiowTION

rein a 2intrsoa, A sketch of the experimental onfiguration is shown in
az= -1 aB (4) Fig. 2. A pulsed high-powr elect beami was produced

af /i by the Michigan Bectro Long Beam Accelerator
T'he spread of axia ometumi Pj and trnsers mo- (M]ELBA)' with ceam parameters VV, - 0Q6-&.9 MV,

menumP1 isreatd o te pradof troghpulse length - OJ--I paV -aE 1-10 kA. Cahoe otag s
metmP i eaedt h sra 2iOil measured using a balanced, wa-- ope~ulh remus-

JAPil IAaI a2  tiedvde. kpo is made -ia abnfl
P, a I+; and has a 7.6 cm dian- e with an aluminum shield which

covers the edge of the cuabon fel cathode. The anode-
cathd gap is 6C9 cm. The entire surface of the aluminum

dfilcathde except the beam carbon k itting areta scov-
ered with three coa of glyptaL, an electrically insulating

Ril- ~-mad Thin gWW oal i help prevent undesired elec-
t=n field emumonm from the aluminum To select a high-
quality electron, beam fom a larg area solid beam we
have designed an apertured mak anode (Fig. 2), consist-

"a 490fting of eight holes (hale disater =0.11 cm) in a 0.32-cm-
"WON nowthick graphite maode plate (POCO graphite, DFP-2). Trhe

U smdmo = .dowapertures are equally spaced in a ring of radius 2.52 cm
belefrom the cate of the anode plate. 1%e ring radius, eqa

to 2.52am, is optimized for the cavity mode and a required
for CRM operation. The aperture., which have a diamete
of 0. 11 cm (which is oumbtird of the plate thicknes),

32 permit only the electron -beaml with a<.33 to pass
through the anode. Each hole alkows about 1 A of electron

sit beam to pas thruwgh, measured by a Rogowski coil placed
S*is &I an in the flang directly after the mask anode. Current: density

isestimated at . 100 A/cm2 which is about the sumeas
FI2 Upper experiNoWm =Wo alm 1b wiWN OWL~ Th 11 that reported by Samulle.J' The ma &Vc lf coils in the
hew on phI phe 0 maway hae do wee moe bwo =a& diode and u nif region are fndqpeade l pulsed from
oakl A -e a two Capecleib mk. two di0en capacitor banks, with the profie shown in

2 aw ft ." &WmN VOL 4M HMN. FWbsm I UIO AdiWlle d hel baa 2
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Fig. 2. It should be pointed out that the electron beam with
eight beamlets is not axisymmetric and thus the canonical
angular momentum in Eq. (1), P, is not strictly coni- (a)
served. Therefore, the comparison between our measure-.
ments; and the Busch's theorem is only approximate.

The Cerenkov convertor is made of slide cover glass unm
(from Kodak typically Schott type B-270) with a thick- 3.4 em
ness ofa 013 cm. Patterson el al. 2 and Downey et al.'3 have.-
shown -that glass is an excellent dielectric material as A
Cerekov convertor. A glass plate is chosen because it has
several advantages: (1) the glass has an ecelilent time re0-
sponse to light emission (fast rise time and fast decay time)
and a good correlation of light output to electron current
density," which are important for use with a time-resolved
gated camera; (2) electron-beam-iduced color change in
the glass (radiation darkening) indicate the time-inte-
grated beam pattern; and (3) a glSsm plate is low cost (Slid
cover glSsm) and easy to faishion. To prevent exposure: due
to the diode plasm liht the side of the glass plate (acing
the diode wa costed withi Aerodag a colloidal carbon
spry, until it became opaque. I addition, the carbon coat-
iug prevenits, charge buildup on the glSsm surface

The glass plate is located in the uniform field rgo
where the perpendicular velocity 'of the e beam is maxi-
mized by adiabti compression. Thie Cmrekov radiation
generated is directed by a 90r turning mirror, focused_________
through an arry of lenses, and then recorded on a micro-
channel Plat (MCP) camera 1 Th C camera IS a (c
modified Hasselblad sigle-lena refe cama with a mi-
crachannel plate, proximity focused an a Polaroid film
back with an 80 mm lens TOA otai a time-resolved pic-
ture, the light is shuttered by gating the microchanzel plate
image intensier by a 40nspulse. 71ctiming of the MCP(d
gate is set to sample the Cereekov, light during the flat-top
portion of valtsepule. Newd denity (ND) light atten- J- L I a a
uation filters (typically, ND - 3-3.1) we placed in front
of the MCP camera to avoid overexposur of the photo-
cathode. A lead bunker shields the MCP cama from x Wc
rays generated by the e beam.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL REULTIS AND DISCSSION ''''S

Fire 3 represents daa from a glass plate exposed to f
a sing& shot, 690 kV, s A, ei*ht aperture election beam for
over 0.6 Pa pulse length The eatnfy pulsed manetic___________

uniform regoft[b haag inim the MCP camera. shows
nealy all beab ieClary MFg 3(a)J, indicating a fairly ()

uniform, anen disuibuliom. As show in ftg 3(b), clec-C) u phsqa
Nfl-~~~a =dmkov daknn phi. ()-Li

dMV blow),. e di nothaveto = a dngitgietr. d). d o CIP amms (e) an*& ish Ia -m (4.5 Wi)
The, !- beniaw isairctmmotlc ,0m i "b*=GWgM(40oA/4w).=(X)= cw (3.5

the MELBA beami voltage is alost flat over 0.6 in pulse
jength," tintegrae radiaton darkening is a gpod ding- was fAt ove the whole -ub laugt The optical density of
nostic to eamine the beam behavior throghout the whole the paten was unifform for all eight beamleta. It was ob-
voltage pulse. The rerducib -ity ofsochnacla ear radiation servd that the radiation. darkening left..n the gSM faded
darkening Wmage was ecellent as long as the beams voltage at romtemperature after several mnxths

3 Ae,. Set. knsbum., VOL fl, me. 2, FbnamY Is" RiAk~hloe etesben beam 3
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Based on the direct visual measurement of the Larmor
radius of 0.35 cm, from the center of the radiation darkened 2
rings on the glaws plate, we determined the beam velocity
ratio, a of 0.56 where the beam kinetic energy was 680 kV a10
(y'= 2.33) during the flat top of the voltage pulse. To 04
compare the dat with the theoretical prediction, we mies-
sured the beam guiding center radii, r, = 2.52 cm and r2 0 0 5 o ;5
= 0.9 cm. 111e beam velocity ratio dirfectly after the &per- ZMCa)
tured mask anode, at = 0.16, was obtained from the com-
puter simulation by MAGIC electromagnetic PIC code.'9
The emission threshold electric field was assumed to be 20 b
kV/cm on the fabric emitting surface and 700 kV/cni on
the glyptal-coated cathode stalk. A uniform electron ems- 2
sion on the 7.6-cat-diam. cathode was assumed. Using Eq.
(2) we obtained rL = 0.4 cm, which is consistent with the 1
measured Larmor radius. In addition, the adiabatic theory, u
as shown in Eq. (4), predicted a2 = 0.58, which is in good L
agreement with the measured a2 = 0.56. One can interpret '

the thickness of the radiation darkened rings [Fg. 3(b)] as a
a spread of the guiding center location because of the "fi--_______
nite" size of the holes and the a-beam perpendicular energy U a O

spread. The measured thickness of -1 mrm from the radi-
ation darkening allows an estimate of the upper bound in FI.4(a kbUcy tfimfenmsf od(60W
the spread of a [armor radius of *0.5 mm, coesponding BG 4 .5(a),EBec= 5 trmjeo(b) plot afemO HwuaMfdO~dto (0) kV
to a beam velocity ratio spread of :0.05. The calculated mapfc add ic the cathodegima. The earnealy meamurd a
momentum and energy spread from Eqs. (5) and (6) are (deacte by x) is planed for B, - 0.5 kG.
AP/1Pg < 4%, AP, /P1 < 14%, and Ayl/yg .47%, respec-
tively, indicating that a high-quality e beam with low ye- any made it possible to see a large image of a Laranor
locity spread and low axial energy spread a xrce i orbit (see Fig. 5). In this shot, we applied the magnetic
the apertured mask anode. Note that for a beam with a fiWdof B, = 0.7 kG and B2 = 5kG. The beam guiding CCU-
<1, most of the beam velocity spread comes fimte ter radius agreed well with the one directly measured from.
transverse momentum spread, whereas for a beam with th raito darkening although each [armor orbit from
a> 1, the beam velocity spread is mostly fro th xa the MCP photograph shows a brightly filed circle, rather
momentum spread. This as the intrinsic characteristic of an than an annular nag. We noticed that the radiation dark-

Oiabtic magInt coumsso Of the electro beam, ening produced a much better img of the L.armor Orbit
which is seenin Eq. (5). than the MCP photograph. This is becaus the Cereukov

T he Stanford EGUN codeP is used for C~iPfIU light emission broadens with a large angular spread as the
with our a measurement. Figure 4(a) shows the r-z trajc- electrons randomly satrin the gSm convertor. A glass
tory predicted by the code for a single 680 kW beam from much thinner than an electron range may produce a better
the apertured mask and which propagates into a time resolved image. Another difficulty in the time-re-
grounded cylindrical drift tube in the downstream unifrm solved mesreet a that the disctran-beam-induced ra-
magnetic fiWd 5 kG, with the diode magnetic field, diation darkening reduces the tenporal Cerenkov emission
- 0.5 kG. Uniform cathode dnisaion was turned on in th by absorption in the glass during the pulse. However, the
code in the region of the fabntA cathode. Figure 4(b) show Ces~kOv enission was intense enough so that nentral-
the predicted a for diEkret diode magnetic fields when denalty afeutr wer $0f reuv it should be noted
B2 is fixed at 5 kG and R, is 84105We from 0.3 to 0.9 kG. that there were some other difficulties in gathering data
When A1-0Q5 kG, the code pedct the beam velocity from thes MCP camera, such as image focusing on the thin
ratio, a, - 0.66, which is in reasonable agreemlent with the gim converto, impg resolution of the MCp photocath-
measured a2 -=0.56 *0.05. In addition, the bemguiding ode an adjnat light intensity by the tus of neutral den-
center radius after ompression is found to be 0.9 an, sity light attenuation filters. Thus we mainly relied on the
which agrees with the measured guiding center, P2

-0.82 *0L25 cm. Although the EGUN code assumes an £
aiyminetsic syst.em, the comparison between the mes- I2.5 CM

surmens ad.code results shows reasonably good apree- Fa .MOWIM
ment The values of a obtained in. the present experiments FIG.n S.V amas Laor cait
are consistent widh value obtained from frequency mes cmm pse W eB, -o0.7
surementa of backward wave cyclotron mawm microwave ad5.W
emissin

increasing the magnification factor of the optical lens

4 Rev. "al knftmv. VOL 62, No.2, FObIUWY 1992 Rustvale -n.b' beam 4
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known a has been used to perform high-power CRM mi-$ cro wave experiments."
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Appendix 2-B

Article accepted for publication in
International Journal of Electronics,
7th Special Issue on Gyrotrons

Mode competition in Bragg resonator cyclotron resonance maser

experiments driven by a microsecond, intense electron beam accelerator

J. J. Choi*, R. M. Gilgenbach, and T. A. Spencer

Intense Electron Beam Laboratory, Department of Nuclear Engineering, University of

Michigan, Ann Arbor, MI 48109

Abstract

We report an experimental study on mode competition in an high-Q Bragg

resonator cyclotron resonance maser (CRM) employing a microsecond, relativistic

electron beam. The high quality annular electron beam of 20 - 80 amps was produced

through an apertured mask-anode. The high-Q Bragg resonator was designed to excite the

TE31 mode CARM oscillation at 18.9 GHz. Two configurations of Bragg resonators

were used, with ripples half-inward and with ripples fully-outward with respect to a

smooth tubular center section. Bragg resonator microwave emission was compared to

radiation emitted when the electron beam interacted with smooth tubes with the same

diameter as the Bragg resonator center sections. In the present Bragg resonator CRM

experiments, three parasitic oscillations were the most serious competing modes,

apparently suppressing the TE31 CARM oscillation: TE21 absolute instability, TE1 l

gyro-BWO, second and third harmonic TEst mode. When a high current annular beam of

150 - 200 amps was injected in the Bragg resonator, we observed the TE21 absolute

instability at B > 6.9 kG, and a TEll gyro-BWO interaction at B 5 5.2 kG. Etal

evidence on the modes of the absolute instabilities were provided by gas breakdown

patterns in fluorescent light tubes and finquency mea -- men

* present address: Science Applications International Corp., McLean, VA 22102
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1. Introduction

The cyclotron resonance maser (CRM) has proven to be attractive for many high

power microwave applications such as fusion plasma heating (Gilgenbach et al. 1980),

radar/communications, and high gradient RF accelerators (Granatstein 1987). The CRM

radiation mechanism depends on the relativistic mass effect of electron cyclotron motion

and the azimuthal bunching of gyrating electron beams in a static magnetic field. In the

CRM resonance where a beam cyclotron mode, co = s Qe/y + kllvg1, is synchronized in

phase with an electromagnetic waveguide mode in a cavity, (62 = cak 2 + (kqlc) 2, there are,

in general, two resonance points; the downshifted interaction and the Doppler upshifted

interaction. Here, De is the relativistic cyclotron frequency, s is the harmonic number,

vii is the electron axial velocity, kl is the axial wavenumber, coo is the wave cutoff

frequency, and c is the speed of light. The gyrotron is operated at the near grazing

incidence and has been proven to be an efficient radiation souce (Granatstein 1987). The

operation of the cyclotron autoresonance maser (CARM) (Fliflet 1986) relies on a

dominant Doppler upshifted interaction. During the beam and electromagnetic wave

interaction in the CARM, the electron energy loss is balanced with a change of electron

axial momentum and thus the detuning of the CRM resonance is automatically reduced.

Becamuse of the large Doppler upshifted conversion, the CARM radiation frequency is far

above the waveguide cutoff frequencies and far higher than the gyrotron radiation

frequency for the saue magnetic field. One of the major differences of the CARM from

the amyzon devices is that the CARM radiation originates from axial bunching as well as

azimuthal bunching and thus the radiation conversion efficiency is expected to be high.

However, since the CARM interaction occurs when the wave phase velocity is dose to the

speed of light the radiation conversion efficiency is sensitive to beam velocity/energy

spreads.

The CARM device has been an attractive alurnative to gyrotrons since-the first

theoretical work (Bratman et al. 1981) was published and, in the following year,

C-ai



experimental results (Botvinnik et al. 1982 a and 1982 b) were reported. The first CARM

experiment (Bekefi et al. 1989) in the US, a 35 GHz CARM amplifier at MlT, produced

10 MW (3 % efficiency) from a 1.5 MeV, 260 A electron beam with energy spad of less

than 2 %. However, for CARM operation as an oscillator, selective high frequency

external feedback is required in order to start cavity mode oscillation; otherwise, a higher

beam current would be required for startup of the CARM oscillation than that required for

the gyrotron. A series of periodic corrugations of the waveguide surface provides

reflection of the wave when the corrugation period is such that the radiation reflected from

each of the corrugations is in coherent phase. With an appropriate choice of corrugation

periods, the rippled section becomes highly reflective and is known as a Bragg resonator

(McCowan et aL 1988). Bragg resonator CARM experiments are underway at several

laboatories in the US (Danly 1990 and Chong et al. 1991).

Most of the previous CRM experiments with MV electron beams have been

conducted with short (< 0.1 ttsec) pulses. The present work contains the first

comprehensive experimental study on mode competition in an high-Q Bragg resonator

CRM employing a mic4econd, relativistic (relativistic factor, y = 2.37) electron beam.

2. Experimental configuration

The ral configuration is depicted in Figure 1. The experiments on Bragg

resonator CRMs have been performed on the Michigan Electuon Long Beam Accelerator

(MELBA) (Gilgenbach et aL 1985) with e-beam pa ters: Vpeak - 0.8 - 0.9 MeV,

diode currents of I - 50 kA and pulselength between 0.5 psec and 4 psec. The planar

cathode is made from carbon felt or velveteen and has a 7.6 cm diameter with an

aluminum shield which covers the edge of the fabric cathode. The anode-cathode gap is

6.9 cm. The entire surface of the aluminum cathode and cathode stalk except the beam

emitting area is covered with three coats of glyptal (Glyptal 1201-A Red Insulating

Enamel, manufacure by Glyptal Inc., Chelsea, MA), an electrically insulating enamel.



This glyptal coating helps prevent the aluminum from undesired electron field emission.

Cathode stalk current is measured by a B dot loop, anode current is measured using

current transformers (Pearson Electronics llOA, manufactured by Pearson Electronics

Inc., Palo Alto, CA) on four low-inductance current return paths, and transported beam

current is measured by a Rogowski coil placed in the flange directly after the anode.

Large pulsed magnetic field coils were utilized to magnetize the diode region to 0.4 - 1

kG. Cavity magnetic field coils were wound on the beam tube and can be pulsed up to 11

kG. The diode and cavity magnetic fields were driven by separate capacitor banks to

control the adiabatic compression of the beam.

Apertured mask-anodes have been developed to produce a high quality annular

electron beam of 20 -80 amps with low velocity/energy spread. The low-emittance

apertured mask-anode consists of 80 holes (hole diameter = 0.11 cm) in a 0.32 cm thick

graphite plate, equally spaced in a ring of radius 2.52 cm from the center of the anode plate

(see Figure 2(a)). The apertue size, which is one third of the plate thickness, is chosen so

that each hole allows about 1 ampere of electron beam cument to pass through the anode

One of the major advantages of the aperured mask-anode is that we can control the

e-beam current by the number of the apertures or the size of the apertures without

changing any diode conditions. In the second set of high-Q Bragg resonator experiments,

the growth of gyromn radiation was examined by increasing the electron beam current

and beun energy pmad in the interiction regn An a perinud mask-anode with 24 holes

(diamer = 0.45 cn) was fabrcated to inject an e-beam cmwent of 150 - 200 amps into the

high-Q Brag resonor. As shown in Fgure 2(b), the ring radius of the 24 hola is 2.52

cm, which is the same as that of the 80 hole apertured musk-anode, so dt the beam

velocity raio remains unchanged. Although the beam quality is degraded due to the large

spread of c-beam energy and momentum gyrom performance is not as sensitive to the

beam Uemperature as the CARM becasew the resonance condition for the gyrotron oocor

neaite cutoff fiuquencies of TE waveguide mds
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The high-Q sinusoidal Bragg resonator was designed and constructed to excite the

high fiequency CARM oscillation of the TE3 1 cylindrical cavity mode at 18.9 GHz. The

Bragg reflector consists of a sinusoidal corrugation of period 0.95 cm and-amplitude

±0.16 cm machined in an aluminum tube. Two 15-period Bragg reflectors were

fabricated for upstream and downstream locations, separated by a 29.4 cm straight copper

section. Bragg resonator parameters are summarized in Table 1. Cold test measurements

were performed using an HP-8510 Vector Network Analyzer to characterize the Bragg

resonator. Figure 3 depicts a configuration of the Bragg resonator cold test setup. A

TE31 mode convertor was made of a cylindrical tube wrapped by a rectangular waveguide

with three equally spaced coupling holes. The spacing of the three coupling holes was set

to be nX = xD where n is the azimuthal mode number of the TE31 mode (in this case, n =

3), 1. is the guided wavelength in the rectangular waveguide, and D is the diameter of the

cylindrical tube. By measuring reflectivities of the upstream and downstream Bragg

reflectors, the diffraction Q of the TE31 Bragg mode was determined to be Qdjff =

k2LI(k1 (1-RIR 2 )) - 16,600 where k is the wave number, L is the cavity length, and R1

and R2 are the upstream and downstream reflectivities respectively. Reflectivity

measurements of a single Bragg reflector show good agreement compared with the

prediction from uncoupled single mode theory (McCowan et al. 1988) for the TENI,

TMOI, TE3 1 Bragg resonant modes as shown in Table 2. The Q measurement by

transmitted power was found to be equivalent to measuring Q by reflected power using a

TE3 1 mode convertor (Sucher 1963). Using two identical TE31 mode convertors, we

measured a total Q of 4700 at 18.93 cm where the total Q is the ratio of the resonant

fequency to the frequency difference of half power fequencies, as a conventional method

of Q meaurements (Fliflet et al. 1981 and Denisov et aL 1983). The total Q was

measured by injecting power through the mode converto in the side of the straight section

cavity and by sampling the output power from the other mode convertor in the other side

of the straight section cavity. From lIQ l = 1/Qdjff + 1/Qomic, the ohmic Q of the



Bragg resonator is determined to be 6600. The ohmic Q was confirmed by a direct

measurement where the open ends of the upstream and downstream Bragg reflectors were

closed with copper plates in order to measure the power dissipation througkle ohmic

loss only.

Using the 80 hole apertured mask-anode, experiments were performed with 2

different configurations of Bragg resonators (see Figure 4) for comparison with smooth

tubes:

1) Bragg resonator with ripples half inward (BRHI);

The 1.93 cm radius of the straight section cavity placed in between the two

identical Bragg reflectors is chosen such that all the ripples are half inward with respect to

the inner surface of the straight section cavity.

2) To compare with the Bragg resonator BRHI results, we replaced the whole inwtection

region by a 58.5 cm long smooth tube without Bragg resonator. The radius of the smooth

tube is 1.93 cm, which is the same as that of the straight section cavity in the Bragg

resonator BRHL

3) Bragg resonator with ripples fully outward (BRIO);

These experiments utilized the same two Bragg reflectors as those of the Bragg

resonator BRHL However, in this case, the radius of the straight section cavity, 1.64 cm,

was smaller than that of Bragg resonator BRHI, so that all the ripples are now fully

outwardL

4) In order to compare with Bragg resonator BRI) results, the Bragg resonator BRMO

was replaced by a 58.5 cm long smooth copper tube with radius of 1.64 cm.

A 2° tapered conical horn was attached to the downstream Bragg reflector to

reduce output mode conversion. At the output window, one or two K-band (WR-42,

cutoff frequency = 14.05 GHz) open waveguides were positioned to scan the high

frequency (f> 14.05 0Hz) field pattern of either [612 or I!# 2. Micrmave emission was

launched into a stainless steel tank lined with microwave absorber, in which S-band
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(WR-284, cutoff frequency = 2.1 GHz) open waveguide and an X-band standard gain

horn were mounted on-axis and off-axis (polar angle = 150) respectively at the distance of

72 cm (which satisfies R 2 2D2A where D is the diameter of the output window and X is

the radiation wavelength) from the output window for far-field measurements of low

frequency radiation. The sampled microwaves were guided through a 20 meter long

S-band waveguide or either of two 15 meter long X-band (WR-90, cutoff frequency = 6.6

GHz) waveguides to the Faraday cage.

Commercially available lowpass filters were used to make wide-range bandpass

filter channels together with standard rectangular waveguides. A series of cylindrical

cavity resonators (Choi 1991 a) were used to diagnose narrow bandpass radiation

frequencies especially near cavity mode cutoff frequencies. These cavities had the benefit

of adjusting one filter over a wide range of resonant frequencies by the use of a tuning

screw mounted on the cavity.

The total radiated power from the cavity was measured from the wavuide

directional couplers, varable/fixed attenuatm and diode detectors. All the microwave

1 t components were absolutely calibrated in the fundamental mode bands. We

have calibrated the power fraction transmitted from the radiating output window to the

receiving horns in the microwave diagnostic chamber using a microwave sweep source.

Microwave power attenuation in the X-band and S-band waveguide connecting the

microwave diagnostic chamber to the Faraday cage was also included.

Microwave br down experimnts with fluorescent light tubes were performed

for mode d a Eight tubes (GE-F41r/CW) were verticaly positioned at 5 cm

away from the lucite vacum window. An open shutter cam with polaroid film back

(Polaroid, Type 57, ASA 3000) was mounted on the side port of the microwave

diagnostic chamber with a large minor set at 450 to reflect the flurecent tube image into

the camera. A black plastic cover was placed between the vacuum window and the

fluorescent light tubes in order to block any light other than the microwave breakdown in



the fluorescent light tubes. Cold tests were performed using a commercial magnetron

(EPSCO, 5 kW, 0.3 - 50 gsec) to determine a breakdown threshold in the fluorescent

light tubes. Photographs were taken with the same film and the same setup as the

experiments. However, the photographs revealed no breakdown. This could-be due to

the relatively low power of the calibration source not generating as bright a plasma in the

tube.

3. Electron beam characterization

For the measurement of the beam velocity ratio, a = v.L/vll, we fabricated an

8-hole apertured mask-anode with the same hole size and major radius as the 80 hole

apertured mask-anode. A glass plate diagnostic (Choi et al. 1991 b) was utilized to

determine the beam velocity ratio a by single-shot radiation darkening of the glass and by

Cerenkov emission detected with a gated microchannel plate (MCP) image intensifier

camera. Because of image resolution limitations of the MCP photocathode, the radiation

dadrening pattern on the glass was mainly used in determining electron beam velocity

ratios and velocity/energy spreads.

Figur, 5 shows data of the electron beam chron. The Cerenkov glass

plate was exposed to a single pulse of a 680 kV, 8 amp elecmm beam. Notice that the

beam voltage is almost flat over the whole 0.6 pec pulselength. The image of the

micrzochannel plate (MCP) image intensifier camera (which was exposed for 40 nsec)

showed almost all beamlet clearly, indicating a uniform current distribution. Electron

beam Induced radiation darkning of the glass was measured in the area subject to the

elecmron beam orbis. Since this time integrated beam pattern is a direct measure of the

beam Larnmr radius (0.35 cm) for a fully phase-mixed beam, we determined the beam

velocity ratio, a = 0.56. In addition, from the measured thickness (-1 mm) of the beam

orbits, the velocity/ener spreads were estimated to be AviNvl - 4 % and A*AAI - 7
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indicating that a high quality e-beam with low velocity spread and low axial energy spread

was extracted from the apertured mask-anode with 0.11 cm diameter holes.

4. Experimental results

4.1. High-Q Bragg resonator CRM experiments with high quality electron beam

4.1.1. Bragg resonator with ripples half inward (BRHI)

Figure 6 shows the uncoupled dispersion relations of the original design to excite

the TE3 1 CARM mode. The measured beam velocity ratio, a = 0.5 + 0.05, was achieved

by pulsing the diode magnetic field to - 0.7 kG and the cavity magnetic field to - 5 kG.

This device was designed for the beam cyclotron mode to be at grazing incidence with the

TE31 Bragg mode. The choice of the cavity magnetic field of 5 kG was made in order to

avoid a TE21 absolute instability with the beam current of 20 - 80 amps (the critical current

for this absolute instability (Davies et al. 1990) was calculated to be 60 amps).

For the cavity magnetic field of 4.6 - 5.7 kG, the Bragg resonator BRHI generated

a high frequency (f > 14.05 GHz) peak power of about 1 MW; with the smooth tube

without the Bragg reflectors, the peak power was reduced to about 0.3 MW. Overll, the

Bragg resonator produced more microwave power by - 6 dB than the smooth tube at the

cavity magnetic field of 4.6 to 5.7 kG. From the frequency P - a t, we found that

most of the high power microwave emission in the high frequency band (f > 14.05 GHz)

was not in the 18.7 - 19.2 GHz band which includes the TE31 Bragg mode, but originated

fiom the secoead or third harmonic gyraon interction ne the T/El cut frequency.

With the Brangg resonator operated at the cavity magnetic field of 4.6 - 5.7 kG and

the diode magnetic field of 0.7 kG, we have observed efficit, megawatt level microwave

emission in the 2.1 - 6.6 GHz band during the voltage flat-top (typically, - 680 kV).

Figure 7 shows a scan of peak power in the 2.1 - 6.6 GHz band (which includes the TEj1

gyrouo bacrkward wave oscillation, gyro-BWO (Park et aL 1990)) as a functionf cavity

magnetic fields for the case of Bragg resonator BRHI and smooth tube without Bragg
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reflectors. Clearly, the Bragg resonator BRHI produces more peak power in the 2.1 - 6.6

GHz band by > 10 dB than the smooth tube without Bragg reflectors. Apparently, the

Bragg resonator BRHI gives some external feedback into the gyro-BWO interaction due to

the impedance mismatch from the ripples half-inward even in the region of non-Bragg

resonance conditions. It is interesting to notice that the microwave signal in the 2.1 - 6.6

GHz band which includes the TEI I gyro-BWO completely disappeared at the cavity

magnetic field above 6.2 kG. To see the dependence of microwave emission on the beam

velocity ratio, a. we changed the diode magnetic field ranging from 0.4 kG to 0.8 kG

while the cavity magnetic field was kept at 6.35 - 6.53 kG. No high power emission was

detected in the 2.1 - 6.6 GHz band during the voltage fiat-top.

In the second experiment operating with the cavity magnetic field of - 6.4 kG in

order to avoid the mode competition with the TE1l gyro-BWO, the beam velocity ratio, a,

should be adjusted because we want to Imp the beam-wave phase synchronism at the

Bragg resonance condition, klt = w - 3.3 carl where Lc is the corrugation period of the

Bragg reflector. The required a - 0.69 - 0.79 is achieved by lowering the diode

magnetic field to 0.4 kG and incrasing the magnetic ompresionratio to 16. In this high

cavity magnetic field, however, harmonic gyrotron interactions near cutoff frequencies

remain as a source of mode competitim with the TE31 Bragg mode in our Bragg resonator

BRHI.

Waveforms of the voltage and microwave emission are presented in Figure 8 for

the case of the Bragg mesnatr (BRHI) and the smooth tube without Bragg reflectors.

For the case of the Bragg resonator with ripples half-inward, the peak power in the 18.7 -

19.2 GHz band is only a small fraction (- 15 dB) of the power in the high fiequncy band

(f> 14.05 GHz) where the cavity magnetic field and diode magnetic field are 6.4 kG and

0.4 kG respectively. This indicates that most of the power in the high frequency band (f >

14.05 GHz) is in modes other than the TE31 CARM mode. Frequency ent,

using a series of cavity resonator bandpass filters, identifies the highest power in the f >



14.05 GHz band to be from the second harmonic gyrotron interaction near a TE5 1

waveguide cutoff.

For the case of the smooth tube without Bragg reflectors, all of the power (- 0.3

MW) in the high frequency band (f > 14.05 GHz) appears in the 18.7 - 19.2 GHz band.

these data are directly compared with the Bragg resonator case in Figure 8. To identify the

radiation mode we repeated the experiment to measure the near-field radiation pattern of

on-axis and off-axis EIE2 on the output window. Radial position of the off-axis K-band

open waveguide was positioned at r = 0.78 r. where r. is the radius of the output window,

4.85cm. E ntal evidence of the second harmonic TE(61 gymon mode is provided

by higher off-axis power of the IE2-component by 23 dB than on-axis power. High

power microwave radiation from harmonic gyrotron oscillations near cutoff frequencies of

the higher order modes is explained by theoretical predictions: (1) the gyrotron starting

current is low due to the high diffraction Q at the frequency near the TB6 1 cutoff, and (2)

the gyrotron intezactin is relatively insensitive to the beam temperature. Second harmonic

emission (TE21) may also explain the high power, high frequency radiation previously

attributed to the CARM in the paper by Wang at al. (1989).

4.1.2. Bragg resonator with ripples fully ouward (BRFO)

Figure 9 shows the coupling strength (Palmer 1987) of TE waveguide modes in a

corrugation surface venus the res ant frequencies of Bragg modes. A mode, such as the

TEoI, which has a zero azimuthal mode number and a maximum electric field far away

from the corrugated surface, cannot couple strongly with the Bragg reflector. The low

coupling strngth of the TE01 mode is associated with low Q, resulting in high starting

current Therefore, the Tfto mode is not expected to be a competing mode in our TE31

CARM operation, although te Bragg resonant frequency of the TEOI mode is very close

to that of the TE31. On the other hand, the IE41 Bragg mode appears to be a competing

mode because of even higher coupling strength with corrugations than the TE31 design
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mode. However, noticing that there is a relatively large frequency separation of about 1.7

GHz between the TE3 1 and TE41 modes, we can avoid mode overlapping by finely

adjusting the beam cyclotron line with a low axial velocity spread.

Compared with the case of Bragg resonator BRHI, the beam-wave coupling

strength (Gold et al. 1985) in the straight section cavity of the TE3 1 mode for BRFO is

expected to be high because the reduction of the straight section cavity radius makes the

measured beam guiding center, ro - 0.9 cm, relatively close to the peak of the TE31

electric field strength. The coupling strength with the beam position in the straight section

cavity is depicted in Figure 10. Notice that the TE21 mode has high coupling with the

e-beam and is expected to exhibit strong mode competition.

Figure 11 presents waveforms for the Bragg resonator case (ripples

fully-outward). As shown in Figure 11, most of the power in the high frequency band (f

> 14.05 GHz) appears to be in the 18.7 - 19.2 GHz band (which includes the TE31 Bragg

resonant frequency) or 19.2 - 19.7 GHz band. However, the 18.7- 19.2 GHz and 19.2 -

19.7 GHz bandpass filtered channels also include other high harmonic interactions such as

the second harmonic TESI gyrotron interaction and the third harmonic TE51 absolute

instability interaction. We cannot rule out the possibility of such harmonic CRM

interactions, particularly when an instability is absolutely unstable. The starting currents

(Bratman et al. 1981 and Fliflet 1986) of the TE31 CARM and the TE5 1 (s = 2) gyrotron

mode are 2 amps and 6 amps, which are below the injected beam current. The temporal

growth ram (Dayies et al. 1990) of TE31 (s - I) CARM, T5 1 (s - 2), TE51 (s - 3) are

calculated to be 0.26 x 109 sec-1, 0.25 x 109 sec- 1 , and 0.3 x 109 sec-I respectively. The

growth rate of the third hamonic TE5I gyro-BWO is the highest among the three CRM

interuons. Thecry (Davies et aL 1990) predicts that the second harmonic T15 gyram

interaction is not an absolute instability for our beam parameters. Based on the theoretical

investigation of growth rates and starting currents, it is concluded that the miurowave
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emission in the 18.7 - 19.2 GHz or 19.2 - 19.7 GHz band from the Bragg resonator

BRFO is from the third harmonic TE5 1 absolute instability rather than the CARM.

In order to compare with the Bragg resonator BRFO, we placed a 58.5 cm long

smooth tube without Bragg resonator in our interaction circuit. The overall power (- 0.2

MW) for the case of the Bragg resonator BRO is usually higher than that for the smooth

tube case without Bragg reflectors. The difference between the Bragg resonator BRFO

and the smooth tube without Bragg reflectors lies in the observed frequency; for the case

of the smooth tube, the high frequency band (f > 14.05 GHz) microwave emission is

mostly in the 15.5 - 16 GHz frequency band rather than in the 18.7 - 19.2 GHz band or

19.2 - 19.7 GHz band. The frequency band of 15.5 - 16 GHz includes the second

harmonic TE41 absolute instability.

In the Ka-band (WR-28, cutoff frequency = 21.1 GHz) highpass waveguide

channel, no microwave emission was detected for the cases of both the Bragg resonator

BRFO and the small diameter smooth tube without Bragg reecors, suggesting that there

is no major instability in high order TEam (n 2 4) Bragg modes with high harmonics, In

addition, the experimental results confirm that there is no significant grow v, of CRM

instabilities in high (s 4) harmonic gyoiron interactions.

Figure 12 shows a scan of peak microwave power in the 2.1 - 6.6 GHz band

versus cavity magnetic field for the case of the Bragg resonator BRFO and the smooth

tube without Bragg reflectors. For the cavity magnetic field ranging from 6.1 kG to 6.35

kG, the small diameter (rw - 1.64 cm) smooth tube without Bragg reflectors produced

microwave emission in the 2.1 - 6.6 GHz band with peak power of- 1 MW, which is

believed to originate from the TEll gyro-BWO intuaction. For the Bragg resonator

BRFO, however, we did not observe high power microwave emission in the 2.1 - 6.6

GHz band. This could be explained by the fact that the Bragg resonator configuration

with ripples fully-outward provides no low frequency feedback into the intacti region,



in contrast to the Bragg resonator with ripples half-inward. Thus, the TEI gyro-BWO is

not a major competing mode in the Bragg resonator BRFO experiments.

We have detected microwave emission in the 6.6 - 10 GHz frequency band at the

cavity magnetic field of B k 5.92 kG, which includes the fundamental TE2 1 downshifted

interaction. Theory (Davies et al. 1990) predicts that the critical current of the onset of the

TE2 1 absolute instability is 3 amps at 8.9 GHz where V = 560 kV, a = 0.63, B = 6.15 kG

are assumed, suggesting that the TE21 downshifted interaction is the absolute instability in

this case. In addition, this mode has the lowest gyrotron starting current (Bratman et al.

1981 and Fliflet 1986) of 1 amp among all CRM interactions between TE waveguide

modes and 12armonic (s = 1, 2, 3) beam modes. A hollow breakdown pattern in the

fluorescent light tubes is shown in Figure 13. The breakdown pattern is clearly hollow

(the breakdown ring radius is about half of the output horn radius), and thus it is

concluded that the output mode is definitely not a TEI gyro-BWO, but a TE21 absolute

instability. In addition, in the frequency measuremnt, we have observed microwaves in

the 6.6 - 10 GHz bandpass filter which includes the TE21 absolute instability. We ruled

out the TE31 CARM and high harmonic gyrotron modes such as a second harmonic TBE5

or third harmonic TESI in interpreting the breakdown pattern because the maximum

electric field was not observed near the edge of the output window.

Microwave emissio data verus cavity magnetic fields ae shown in Figure 14.

Note that ther is a sharp microwave cutoff at B - 5.A - 5.9 kG at which exists the onset

for absolute instability. Calculated critical currents of absolute instability (Davies et aL

1990) versus cavity magneticfield for cc = 0- 0.6, and 0.7 are shown in Figue 15.

With the c-beam current of 20 - 30 amps, the expeimental regime of the absolute

instability agrees fairly well with the preictn It shomd be noticed that, by lowering the

cavity magnetic field below 5.8 kG, we could successfully suppress the TE21 absolute

instability, which is believed to be the stongest competing mode in the present Bragg

resonator BRFO experiment
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4.2. High-Q Bragg resonator (BRHI) CRM experiments with a high current electron

beam

In order to test the effect of Bragg resonators on high frequency gyrotron modes at

high power levels, a series of experiments were performed with a high current electron

beam with large energy spread extracted by a 24-hole apertured mask anode. For the case

of this 24 hole apertured mask-anode, the peak power in the high frequency band (f >

14.05 GHz) is increased by more than 6 dB, compared with the power measured from the

80 hole apertured mask-anode. Ibis power increase is attributed to the 6 -7 times higher

beam cument (150- 200 amps) than the beam current of about 30 amps produced from the

80 hole apertured mask-anode. Small signal theory (Fliflet 1986) predicts that the spatial

growth rate, k1ji, is proportional to the one-third power of beam ,_urrent, I/3. Since, in the

linear growth regime, the wave power grows as P = P. exp(2k 1 L) where P. is the initial

power built in the cavity from RF noise and L is the cavity interaction length, the power

increase due to the increased beam current is expected to be O(dB) = 10 log (P2/Pi)

10 log (exp(2(kW-kmj1)L)} where the subscripts I and 2 are for the cases of the beam

current of 30 amps and the increased beam current of 150 - 200 amps respectively, and we

assume that the initial RF power for the case of the 30 amp beam is equal to that for the

case of the 150 - 200 amp beam. With the beam and cavity parameters (Y=2.37, a = 0.5,

B - 6 kG, L - 29.6 cm) tha power increase was calculated to be 7.7 dB. This power

scaling agrees with the experimental observation within the 3 dB uncertainty of power

meaements. From frequency measurement in the 15.5 - 16 GHz bandpass filter at

about 5 kG, most of the power in the high frequency band (f > 14.05 GHz) is believed to

originamt fiom the scond harmonic TE5 1 gyroom mode. This observation is consistent

with the earier experiments with the 80 hole aperanW mask-mode,

In the 6.6 - 10 0Hz band (total attenuation is 74 dB), we have observed high

power (1 - 5 MW) microwave emission, which originated from the TE21 absolute



instability. Figure 16(a) shows a scan of peak power in the 6.6 - 10 GHz band versus

cavity magnetic field for diode magnetic field of 0.7 kG.

We have also observed microwave emission in the 2.1 - 6.6 GHz band which

includes the TEl l gyro-BWO interaction. Figure 16(b) shows a scan of peak power in the

2.1 - 6.6 GHz band as a function of cavity magnetic field. The radiation power in this

band did not increase significantly, compared with the power obtained from the 80 hole

aperuMed mask-anode. It is very interesting to notice, as shown in Figure 16(a) and

16(b), that when there was microwave emission in the 2.1 - 6.6 GHz band, the

microwave emission in the 6.6 - 10 GHz was suppressed, showing mode competition

between the TE21 absolute instability and the TEll gyro-BWO interaction at the cavity

magnetic field of - 5.15 kG.

A fluorescent light bulb diagnostic was employed in order to identify the output

mode. Figure 17 shows open shutter camera photos of the gas breakdown patte in the

fluorescent light tubes as a functio of cavity magnetic field. Hollow patterns have been

observed for the cavity magnetic field greater than 6.9 kG. The ring radius was about half

of the output horn radius and thus the radiation was confirmed to be the TE21 mode, as

expected from the theoretical prediction of the TE21 absolute instability and the frequency

measurements.

Figure 18 shows an explicit illustratio of the regimes in which the TE21 absolute

instability overwhelms the TE 1 gyro-BWO. Ih ga breakdown pattern changed to a

solid paern when we lowered the cavity magnetic field to 5.2 kG. As shown in Figure

17(d), the breakdown pattern appears to be a mixed pattern of the hollow and solid

patter, indicating that both TE21 absolute instability and TEh gyro-BWO were excite&

Further decrease of the cavity magnetic fidld produced a single solid paten (see Figure

17(e)). At the same time, the frequency was measured in the 4.3 - 6.6 GHz band. This

Confirms that the radiation is the TEIj mode, originating from the TEh gyro-BWO

interaction. The identification of the TE1 1 radiation mode is consistent with the earlier
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experiments with the 80 hole apertured mask-anode where we observed high power

microwave emission in the 2.1 - 6.6 GHz band.

5. Summary and conclusions

Experiments have been performed to characterize the cyclotron maser interactions

of a long-pulse electron beam interaction in a Bragg resonator designed for excitation of

the TE31 CARM modes. Experiments were performed for four cases:

1) Bragg resonator with ripples half-inward and a large diameter smooth center section,

(BRHI),

2) Smooth tube of large diameter without the Bragg reflectors,

3) Bragg resonator with ripples fully-outward with small diameter smooth center section,

(BRFO), and

4) Smooth tube of small diameter without Bragg reflectors.

Two major parasitic oscillations have been observed in conducting the Bragg

resonor with ripples half-inward (BRH) CRM experiments with the high quality e-beam

of 20 - 80 amps: the first harmonic TE gyro-BWO and second harmonic gyrotron

interactions near cutoffs of higher order TE modes. We successfully suppressed the TEI

gyro-BWO by increasing the cavity magnetic field to 6.4 kG. However, high harmonic

gyrotron interactions remain a serious parasitic oscillation and dominate over the TE31

Bragg CARM mode. It is believed that the inward protrusion of the ripples acts as an iris

inside the straight section cavity and thus the diffraction Q becons higher for those

undesir modes, resulting in low starting current

The Bragg resonator with ripples fully-outward (BRFO) produced microwave

emission of which most of the power in the high frequency band (f> 14.05 GHz) was

measured in the 18.7 - 19.7 GHz band (including the third harmonic TEsi gyro-BWO

frequency). For the cae of the small diameter smooth tube without Bragg resonator, the

power in the high frequency band (f > 14.05 GHz) w!as not significantly higher than for
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the case of the Bragg resonator BRFO, but the measured ftequency was observed mostly

in the 15.5 - 16 GHz band (which includes the second harmonic TE4 1 gyrotron

interaction). Considerably less power from the TEll gyro-BWO was observed for the

Bragg resonator BRFO than for the small diameter smooth tube case. The gas breakdown

patterns obtained by the use of fluorescent light tubes showed only the hollow pattern with

the radius half of the output horn radius, suggesting that the TE21 (s = 1) mode is

dominant. The microwave emission from the TE21 absolute instability in the Bragg

resonator BRFO was successfully suppressed by lowering the cavity magnetic field

whereas the third harmonic TE51 gyro-BWO interaction remained a competing mode.

Two undesired oscillations, (TE2 1 (s = 1) absolute instability, and TESI (s = 3)

gyro-BWO), were the most serious competing modes in the present Bragg resonator

BR.O experiments, apparently suppressing the TE31 CARM oscillation.

In the Bragg resonator (ripples half-inward), gyrotron experiments with a high

current electron beam of 150 - 200 amps, we have observed mode competition between

the TE21 (a - 1) absolute instability and the TEhl (s= 1) gyro-BWO interaction by the use

of frequency measurements and gas breakdown diagnostics. Clearly, the TE21 absolute

instability is the dominant mode at high cavity magnetic fields (B > 6.9 kG) and the TEh1

gyro-BWO becomes dominant at low magnetic fields (B < 5.2 kG). It was also shown

that a mode transition occurred from a hollow pattern (T21) to a solid pattern (TEl 1) by

lowering the cavity magnetic fiel

The et wok provides important exprimen-al evidence on the TEII and TE21

absolue instabilities in operating a high order CARM mode in a high-Q Bragg resonator.

No matter how high the external feedback provided by the Bragg reflector, the backward

wave growth rate is sufficient to suppress all other modes. Another important finding is

that harmonic gyrotron and gyro-BWO interactions are strongly excited in Bragg

resonaton and these may suppress the desired CARM oscillations (Barnett et al. 1989).
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Table 1. Summary of CRM and Bragg resonator parameters

- upstream Bragg resonator

one period = 0.95 cm

corrugation amplitude = : 0.16 cm

number of periods = 15

average radius = 1.93 cm

reflectivity = 0.99 for TE31 mode at 18.9 GHz

- downsteam Bragg zesonatwr same as the upstream

- straight section cavity:

length = 29.4 cm

radius - 1.93 cm or 1.64 cm

- design mode -TE3 1 CARM

- MELBA beam voltage = 0.7 MV

-beamcuent =20- 80 amps

- cavity magntic field = 4 - 7 kG

- measured beam velocity ratio -0.4 - 0.74 (adjustable)

- tol Q of TE31 = 4600 (measured)

- CARM starting current of TE31 mode = - 2 amps at- 5 kG.



Table 2. Cold test results vs. calculations (calculated values from uncoupled single mode

theory are shown in parentheses)

mode Bragg resonant frequency (GHz) reflectivity of a single

Bragg reflector(%)

TEll 16.44 (16.42) 92±5 (83)

TMoI 16.88 (16.85) 95±5 (99)

TE21 (17.5) (98)

TE01 (18.42) (40)

TMII (18.42) (99)

TE31  18.93 (18.98) 95±5 (99)

TM21  (20.28) (99)

TE41 (20.56) (99)

TM31 (22.33) (99)

TM41  (24.55) (99)
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Figure captions

Figure 1. Experimental configuration of Bragg resonator CRM experiments.

Figure 2. Apertured mask-anode (a) 80 hole apertured mask-anode used for the high-Q

Bragg resonator CRM experiments with high quality electron beam, (b) 24 hole apertured

mask-anode used for the high-Q Bragg resonator gyrotron experiments with high current

electron beam

Figure 3. Configuration of measuring (a) reflectivity and frequency of a Bragg reflector,

and (b) Bragg resonator Q and frequency.

Figure 4. Two configurations of Bragg resonator.

Fgure 5. Data of electron beam I ._._.n:

(a) MCP photograph of Cerenkov emission (contrast enhanced photographically), (b)

radiation darkening on glass plate (a - 0.56), (c) MELBA e-beam voltage (310 kV/div),

(d) gate pulse of MCP camera, (e) cathode stalk current (4.5 kA/div), (f) apertured beam

current (40 amps/div), and (g) anode current (3.5 kA/div). The magnetic fields ate B1 =

0.5 kG and B2 - 5 kG. Oscilloscope sweep time is 200 ns/div.

Figure 6. Uncoupled dispersion relations of TE modes and harmonic beam modes where

cavity radius - 1.93 cm, cavity magnetic field - 5 kG, a - 0.5, and beam voltage = 680

kV.

Figure 7. A scan of peak microwave power measured in the 2.1 - 6.6 GHz band versus

cavity magnetic fields where the diode magnetic field was 0.7 kG.
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Figure 8. Typical waveforms : (a) Bragg resonator with ripples half-inward (top: voltage

(310 kV/div), middle: bandpass filtered microwaves (18.9 < f < 19.2 GHz), bottom: high

frequency (f > 14.05 GHz) microwaves, (b) smooth tube without Bragg reflectors (the

signal channels are the same as (a)). The diode magnetic field is 0.4 kG and the cavity

magnetic field is 6.4 kG for both cases. Sweep time on the oscilloscope is 200 ns/div.

Figure 9. Coupling strength of TE waveguide modes in a corrugation surface versus the

resonant frequencies of Bragg modes.

Figure 10. Beam-wave coupling strength in a straight section cavity where the CRM

instability occurs.

Figure 11. Typical waveforms for the case of Bragg resonator with ripples fully-outward

(top: voltage (310 kV/div), middle: bandpass filtered microwaves (19.2 < f < 19.7 GHz),

bottom: high frequency (f> 14.05 GHz) microwaves). Sweep time on the oscilloscope is

200 ns/div.

Figure 12. A scan of microwave peak power in the 2.1 - 6.6 GHz band versus cavity

magnetic field for the Bragg resonator with ripples fully-outward (BRFO) and the smooth

tube. The diode magnetic field is kept at 0.4 kG.

Figure 13. Experimental data (M2431) on fluorescent light tube diagnostic: (a) light

emission from fluorescent light tubes (open shutter camera photo), (b) model of

microwave breakdown on fluorescent light tubes. Diode magnetic field is 0.4 kG and

cavity magnetic field is 6.25 kG. Note that the photo shown here was reproduced with a

higher contrast in order for the breakdown pattern to be easily visible.



Figure 14. Experimental data on TE21 absolute instability. Microwave breakdown in

fluorescent light tubes was observed at B :5.92 kG.

Figure 15. Predicted e-beam current for TE21 absolute instability versus cavity magnetic

field for (z = 0.5, 0.6 and 0.7. High power microwave emission and microwave

break-down were observed from beam currnt of 20 - 30 amps at B > 5.92 kG.

Figure 16. (a) Peak power in the 6.6 - 14.1 GHz band versus cavity magnetic field for

the diode magnetic fields of 0.7 kG, (b) peak power in the 2.1 - 6.6 GHz band versus

cavity magnetic field (diode magnetic field = 0.7 kG).

Figure 17. Open shutter camera photos of gas breakdown pattern obtained from

fluotescent light tubes as a function of cavity magnetic field (f-stop = 11). Diode magnetic

field is kept at 0.7 kG. Note that photo (a), (b), and (c) show hollow patterns with the

ring radius of half of the output horn radius, indicating a TE21 mode, whereas photo (d)

shows a mixed pattern of TE21 and TEI I mode, and (e) shows solid patterns on the

center, indicating a TEn mode. The breakdown pattern disappeared at B 5 2.7 kG (photo

(f)).

Figure 18. Uncoupled dispersion relations of TEI Iand TE21 modes with the fundamental

beam mode of six different cavity magnetic fields, showing good agreement with the

observed breakdown patterns in Figure 17. The diamond black dots denote the CRM

interaction points.
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Figure 1. Experitnental configuration of Bragg resonawo CRm expefrments.
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(a) straight section cavity Bragg reflector

movable short

from TEO to TEO

Figure 3. Coafiguraion of measuring (a) reflectivity and frequency of a Bran reflector,
and (b) Bragg resonator Q and frequency.
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(ripples half inward) [(ripples fully outward)]
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Bragg reflector smraight section cavity Bragg reflector sight section cavity

Figure 4. Two configurations of Bragg resonator.
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(a)f

(d)

(b)()

(9)

Figure 5. Dam of ecum beamn chaacerization:
(a) MCP photograph of Cerenkov emission (contrast enhanced photographically), (b)
radiation darkening on glass plate (a - 0.56), (c) MELBA c-beamn voltage (310 kV/div),
(d) gate pulse of MCP camera, (e) cathode stalk current (4.5 kA/div), (f) apertured beam
current (40 amPs/div), and (g) anode current (3.5 kA/div). The magnetic fields-are B1I
0.5 kG and B2 -5 kG. Oscilloscope sweep time is 200 ns/div.
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Figure 7. A scan of peak mcoaepower measured in the 2.1 - 6.6 0Hz band versus
cavity magnetic fields where the diode magnetic field was 0.7 kG.



(a) (b)

RiSure 8. Typical waveforms : (a) Bragg resonator with ripples half-inward (top: voltage
(310 WV/div), middle: bandpass filtered microwaves (18.9 < f < 19.2 GHz), bottom. high
frequency (f > 14.05 GHz) microwaves, (b) smooth tube without Bragg reflectors (the
signal channels are the same as (a)). The diode magnetic field is 0.4 kG and the cavity
magnetic field is 6.4 kG for both cases. Sweep time on the oscilloscope is 200 ns/div.
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Fgure 9. Coupfing stength of TE waveguide modes in a corrugaton Surface versu the
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Figure 10. Beam-wave coupling strength in a straight section cavity where the CRM
istability occtiz.



Figur I1I. Typical wayeftrms for the case of Bragg resonator with ripples fully-outward
(top: voltage (310 kV/div), middle: bandpass filtered microwaves (19.2 < f< 19.7 GHz),

coo high frequency (f > 14.05 GHz) microwaves). Sweep time on the oscilloscope is
200 nidiv.
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Figure 12. A scan of microwave peak power in the 2.1 - 6.6 GHz band versus cavity
magnetic field for the Bmgg tsonator with fully-outwad (BRPO) and the smooth
tube. The diode magnic fld is kept at 0.4 kG.
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Figure 13. Experimental data (M2431) on fluorescent light tube diagnostic: (a) light
emission from fluorescent light tubes (open shutter camera photo), (b) model of
microwave breakdown on fluorescent light tubes. Diode magnetic field is-0.4 kG and
cavity magnetic field is 6.25 kG. Note that the photo shown here was reproduced with a
higher contrast in order for the breakdown pattr to be easily visible.
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Fqgur 14. Experimental data on TE21 Absolute instability. Microwave breakdown in
fluorescent light tubes was observed at B 2! 5.92 kG.
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Figure 15. P rdiced e-beam currnt for TE2 1 absolute instability versus cavity magnetic

field for a - 0.5, 0.6 and 0.7. High power microwave emission and microwave
break-down were observed from beam current of 20- 30 amps at B a 5.92 kG.
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Figure 17. Open shuter camera phows of gas breakdown pattern obtained from
fluorescent light tube as a funcion i cavity mapene id (f-ssop - 11). Diode -magnetc
field is kept at 0.7 kG. Now that photo(a), (b). and (c) show hollow patterns with the
ring radius of half of the output horn radius, indicating a TB21 mode, whereas photo (d)
shows a mixed pattern of TE21 and TEI I mode, and (e) shows solid patterns on the
center, indicating a TEI I mode. The bakdown patiern disappeared at B < 2.7 kG (photo
(M)
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Figure 18. Uncoupled dispersion relations of TEI anmd TE21 modes with the fundamental
beam mode of six different cavity agnetic fields, showing good agreement with the
observed breakdown patterns in Figure 17. The diamond black dots denote the CRM
intenocuon points
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Technical Notes________________

Frequency-Tunable, High-Power Microwave 2 NI
Emission From Cyclotron Autoresonance

Maser Oscillation and Gyrotron
Interactions W

3. G. WANG, R. M. GILGENBACH. m~sR. icEE. J. J. CHOI.
C. A. OM~EN, AND T. A. SPENCER W

Abavoc-we report experimuental observations of high-power ml- 1.
arewave emission from boh the higb-freqency cyclotron autoreso-
aac maseir (CAMIE oscghlan and the how-frequency gration In-

teraction. Righ-pewer (3-10 MW) sicravwave emission is attributed to
the CARM medchauka, which Is magnetkcally tunable through discrete .1 0 2 3
axia ceaity mdes tromn 15 through 16.7 G~z. For the same experi-
msental parameeters, megawatt level microwave emisioni !a observed, k (1/cm)l
which Is magnetically tunable from 10 through 14 GHz, Inicating low-
frequey gyrantr oscIllatlon. ftigh- nancy microwave pulse Fig. 1. Uncoupled dispersion relations of electron-beam cyclotron wave
1809gils of rip to 0.2 ps have been generated, which Is a factor of give and cavitV-waveguide mnodes; for experimnts;. paramneters; are: B, - 4.34
greater than previous CARMexpermnts. kG. V* 370OkV. and a -=v, /to - 0.72.

Fiee electro sources; (1) of high-power microwave radiation portant CARM reseach issues remain, which concern: 1) The fre-
have significant applications in fusion plasma heating (2), corn- quency-tunability of CARM oscillators, 2) maximum e-beam
inunications [31, high gradient accelerators. and high-resolution ra- voltage fluctuations for long-pulse ( > 100 ns) oscillation. 3) low-
dar. The gyrtun is typically referred to as the electincyclotion frequency gyrtton interactions, and 4) the absolute instability,

msrinteraction, which occurs near the cavity cutoff frequency which is predicted to occur when the electron beam current exceeds
when the phase velocity is much greater than the velocity of light a threshold value (101, [1Ifj
(v, >> c). Significant progress has been made in relativistic gy- In this technical noe, we present cyclotron maser oscillator ex-
murm [41, [5] (V - I MV, I - 1-10 kA), which have achieved perinients which demonstrate frequency-tunable, high-power mi-
275-MW power levels at wavelengths of g.5 mm and pulselengt crowave emission from both the high-frequency CARM interaction
of 20 a. Glyrations driven by hard-tube modulators (V < 100 kV, (3- 10 MW) and the low-frequency competing gyrotron mode ( -I
I < 1O0A) have achieved MW power leIes of over pa pulse- MW). The phase velocity of the wave in the high-frequency op-
kengt. One lnitaflon of conventional gymuonistdot the output orailon of our experimen ( 16.7-IS 0Hz) was in the range (1. 19-

fqmnyis close to tie relativistic cyclotron frequency 136, - 1.24 c) expected for the cyclotron autoresonance maser. The pre-
1 or its harmnic. The cyclotron autoresonane maser sent experiment were performed by utilizing electron beam

(CARM) [M-[91 has an advanag In this regard, since the wave pulselengths (0.3-0.4 gas), which are a factor of 4-10 longer than
lhe qnncy has a larg, relativistic Doppler upshift, a shown by the previou CARM experiments. These experimets were designed to
uper bfmesctio of the ucouple dispesion rlatons in Fig. 1.- investigate the basic physical mechaisms; of the CARM and have
Is the limit as the phase velocity approaches c. this CRM mocha- ato yet optimized the efficiency of the device nor attempted to sup-
aim i demotned the cyclotron autoresonance maser (CARM) 151- press the low-frequency gysotron interaction.
P91. Thuss, very high-frequency microwaves can be obtained fromi The experimental configuration is depicltd in Fig. 2. The elec-
dhe CARM for a relativistic electrin beam in moderate mgnetic% to beam generato is a Febetron', opent-d with peak parameters:
fie.ds.Another attractive featur of the cAlm is the magnetic- Voltage - -400 kV; current - 1.2 kA. and full pulselength -
tiha-1t of the output frequency. R~cent CARM amplifier exper- 0.4 pa. The electron beam is emitted from a field emission cathode
Wmm [8] have been reported in the United Stae, and CARM consisting of a velvet ring with inner and outer radii of 0.6 and 1. 3
oscillator experiments (61, (M have been performed in the Soviet cm, respectively. Cathode plasm diode closure caused a triangular
Union. All of thee previou CARM experiments have been per- voltage Pullse, although181 the generator currn was almost constant
feua 1with sho-pulse(40-100 a) eletmnbea . Seval is- (Fig. 3). Pulsed magnetic field coils in the diode region were con-

nected in seies, with the solenoid wound on the 2.84-cm ID beam
16crlpt fecelvodl July 3. 19119; invid Sspntmiber 14. 191. M6I tube. this gav a hacor of three increase ini the axial magnetic field

seesnch was sp a d a Ai part by doe Air Ponue O6ce of Scientific iti. from the cathode to the interaction region. A cylindrical stainless
seenli (Dullieg AFl). by dhe Air Force Weapons Laboatory, sand (RUG) stel crowave cavity was employe~d with dimensions of 1.97-cm
by a Peldemtial Young 1lavendalgt Award fmm tdo National Science ID and 26.32-cm length; the cavity vacuum cutoff frequency was
Fe1maei. TAB was suported by as Air Fuares Laboralmy Osadu eat ls- 8.900Hzf. The eiecton-en current unspoted through the cay-
lowshi. CAO racid a Deputoment of BnMrW Magualc Fusion Tisch- ity raigedt from 400 A at a 3-kG magnetic field to 6M0 A at 4.5 kG.-
nalaw Fewnp sad 1GW Was io do by the usisusily ofMci A tansaverse field fmim a larg permnent magnet deflected the

Tba sibut an wt the bInenas Saa u Dn. hiertian lsbursaaq. bcam to the tube wall after the end-of the cavity section. (in some
Depems of Nueles I nlaig. Usilersk of Mb&*w Am Ar experimnts a linear, permanent mragnet wiggler, with a penod of
60 4610P.

IME Log PNumber 8931M1. Hewket-Packar Corp., McMinnville. OR.

0093-3813/89/1200-0906$01.00 (9) 1989 IEEE
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vtu v, was diagnosed by a series of directional couplers and cutoff filters
cmt ... in the X-band (6.6-14.1 GHz) and K-band ( 14.3-21.1 GHz). The"1 elllng Length:26.32 cm)

tinp  / frequency spectrum of the emitted radiation was measured by an

array of narrowband ( ±0. I GHz at - 10 dB) cavity filters at the
following frequencies: 10.0, 11.0. 11.5, 12.0, 13.0, 13.5, 14.0,
14.5. 15.0, 15.225, 15.5, 15.725. 16.0. 16.725, 17.0, 18.5. and

Tuft 1L. .84 cm 19.4 GHz. Microwave power levels were determined from cali-
windmow brated directional couplers, attenuators, and diode detectors.

stp aticExperimental data are presented in Fig. 3(a) through (e) at a
W alk current field magnetic field of 4.34 kG. High-power microwave emission was

monitor coils measured at 4.34 kG in frequency filters at both 15.0 and 10.0
97m ca GHz; no microwave emission was measured on detectors at 12.0

Fig. 2. Experimental configuration. and 17.0 GHz. It should be noted that these measured frequencies
agree quite well with those predicted by the upper( 15 GHz) CARM

intersection and the lower ( 10 GHz) gyrotron intersection of the
100 ns / div uncoupled dispersion relations shown in Fig. 1. The K-band mi-

crowave pulselengths in these experiments ranged up to a maxi-
emum of 0.2 /s (Fig. 3(f) at 4.52 kG), which is a factor of five

greater than previous CARM results. Oscillation from the high-

(a) frequency interaction was maintained over e-beam voltage fluctua-
tions of up to 40 percent in multiple axial modes.

By varying the magnetic field, it was possible to discretely tune

axial cavity mode frequencies of both the high-frequency CARM
(15-16.7 GHz) and low-frequency gyrotron emissions (10-14
GHz). Frequency data is summarized in Fig. 4, with theoretical
plots of the upper and lower intersections of the uncoupled disper-
sion relations. Note that we attribute only the high-frequency ra-

. . . diation to CARM in the regime where v, approaches c; between
15-16.7 GHz, v, ranges from 1.24 to 1.18 c. The phase velocities
were calculated from the known cavity dispersion relation at a given

frequency. The phase velocity for the I0-GHz gyrotron mode is
about 2.2 c. It should also be noted that the high-frequency CRM
and the low-frequency gyrotron modes coalesce at about 14 GHz,

________________corresponding to the grazing intersection of the dispersion rela-
IUtions. At a fixed magnetic field, the CARM gain-bandwidth was

comparable to the "axial mode spacings; thus, the CARM micro-
wave emission peaked at one or two axial cavity modes (q - 20-V T)i 24). Low-frequency gyrotron modes were observed simulta-
neously. At the peak of the CARM interaction (near 4.5 kG), the
CARM power was nearly a factor of ten higher than the gyrotron
power. Details of the microwave emission frort high-order CARM
axial modes will be presented in a future paper. The comparison
of the data to theory in Fig. 4 suggests that a - v,/, isincreas-
ing with the magnetic field, a result which is consistent with other

(e) experiments. Fig. I shows that the fundamental cyclotron wave
interaction is cut off for all but the 7rE, , cavity modes. In the
CARM regime (4.2-4.7 kG), interaction of the second cyclotron
harmonic with the TE2 1 modes has been excluded because: (a) A
TE,, mode transducer was utilized, (b) the 7F2 growth rate is
lower, (c) the high-frequency power exceeded the low-frequency

.power, and (d) the gyrotron frequency scaling is different than the
CARM.

Experimental scaling of the microwave emission power with the
solenoidal magnetic field is presented in Fig. 5. In the a of
the wiggler, peak microwave power levels were generated at up to10 MW for the K-band frequency range and about I MW for theX-band frequency range. Since the CARM extracts wave energy
from both the parallel and perpendicular components of e-beam
velocity, an e-beam with a low a - vx/vl can exhibit higher

Fig. 3. Experimental data. (a) e-beam voltage 160 ky/div. (b) cathode CARM power tham gyromm power. The CAlM regime of opera-
curreat 0.6 kA/div. (c) Microwave sipal from 10.0 0Hz alter. (d) tion corresponds to the microwave emission power in the K-band
9-band mkicwave signal (f > 14.3 GHz). (e) Microwave signal from which peaks between 4.2 and 4.7 kG. The decrease of the CARM
15.0-GHz iter. Data in (a) thrmgh (e) taken at 4.34 kG. (f) K-band K-band microwave power at high magnetic fields and frequencies
microwave signal taken at 4.52 kG. may be due to the effects of e-beam velocity spread at large values

of the wavenumber and high a. Data indicates that pulses with the
4.4 cm, was utilized; those results will be reported elsewhere.) highest K-band power had reduced levels of X-band emission, sug-
Microwave output was directed through a TEI1 circular waveguide gesting mode competition between the CARM and the low-fre-
to a TE,. rectangular waveguide transducer and directional coupler. quency gyrotron. (The wiggler increased the X-band power to about
terminated in a matched load. The microwave output from the maser 2 MW, but increased the K-band power only slightly.)

C- 65
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Fig. 4. Summary of measured microwave emission frequencies (X). Lines

show theoretical intersections of the uncupied dispersion relations for Ic,
three different values of a - v,',u.
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Theoretical calculations of the threshold current predicted for

• ,

absolute instability (10], [11) yield values of about 60 A for our a•
experimental parameters of Figs. I and 3(a)-(e). Even though our
experimental current is a factor of 6 to 10 times higher than this "
predicted threshold current, we do not observe high-power radia- a,
tion close to the cutoff frequency ( 9 GHz) as expected for ab- "

solute instability. Furthermore, the reasonable electronic efficiency "i
(2-4 percent) in these experiments indicates that absolute instabil- •
ity may not be as serious a problem in CARM oscillators as in ,'

apiirs for the following reasons (0: s

3J is 3 4 3 i

1) In the oscillator, the cavity is usually too short to accom- B(k)
modate the long-wavelength mode at the onset of absolute insta-(b
bility.(b

2) In the amplifier, the growth of absolute instability would more Fig. 5. Microwave output power detected as a functio of the cavity mag-
eaiyoverwhelm the convective growth of the externally injected netic field. (a) K-baed ( 14.3-21.1 I Hz), peak power corresponds to

signal. These properties apparently agree with previous experience about 10 MW. (b) X-band (6.6-14. I Ol-) peak power correspods to

on gyroo oscillators 121. about I MW.

The electronic efficiency of this CARM oscillator was in the
rne of 2-4 perent (neglecing cavity losses), similar to recent [3] L. Barnett Y. Y. Lau, K. R. Chu. and V. L. Gntstein. IEEE Trans.
CAMamplifier 181 and oscillator [6]. [7] experiments. The pre- Elecron Devices. o. ED-28, p. 72, 1981.
setexperiments suggest that it ay be possible to increase the [41 S. Gold er ,a.. Phys. F/auds, vol. 30 p. 2226, 1987.

CARM oscilator eficiency by suppressing the low-frequency IDy- 15] V. L. Brennan, N. S. Ginsburg. G. S. Nusinovich, M. 1. Petelin, and
ratro interaction. Cyclotron maser experiments at higher power P. S. Streikov, /mt. J. Electrun., vol. 51. p. 541. 1981.
and loge p leg ame now underway on the Michigan Electrn (61 1. E. Botvinnik et al. Soy. Phys.-Tech. Phys./Len., vot. 8. p. 5%,
Long Beam Accelerator (MELBA), at the peak elctro-eam pa- 1982. (Pis 'Aa Zh. Tekh. Fiz., vol. S. p. 1386. 1982.)
rameters of V = -0.71to -I MV, I m -- 15 kA, and pulselength 1711. E. Botvinnik et al..,JETP, Lett-vol. 35. p. 16.,1982. (Pis'ma A.

1-2#a.Eksp. Tear. Rez., vol. 35, p. 418, 1982.)
-, i-/sS. 81 G. Bekefi, A. DiRicozo, C. Leibovitch, and B. G. Danly, Appl. Phys.

RmRE~c~s/,ott., vol. 54. p. 1 302. 1989.
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